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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
In Our 92nd Year

Nixon To Appoint Citizens'
Boards To Establish Rules
On Wage and Price Increases
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, October 8, 1971

101 Per Copy

Lutheran Church To
Begin Paris
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Miss
15th and Main, has voted
to begm ionTwo

Die From Injuries
ustained In Accident

a Lutheran Church in Paris,
Tennessee. The old Holy Cross
Catholic Church on West Wood in
Paris has been purchased for this
purpose by the Mid-South District
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
rate of increase in the cost of of the
Lutheran Church - Missouri
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- The boards have until Nov. 13
the
wage-price-rent living to between 2 and 3 per Synod which is made up of 90
ident Nixon unveiled the goals —when
cent
by
the
of
end
next
year,
freeze
expires —to lay down
congregations in western Kenof his post-freeze economic
about half of the pre-freeze
tucky, Tennessee and Arkansas.
policy Thursday, passing along guidelines for pay and price
level of 4.7 per cent. No effort
Plans are to conduct the first
to two new citizens' boards the increases. Administration offiwould be made to stop all price
service on. the last Sunday in
key decisions on permissible cials said the membership of
increases.
the boards would be announced
October.
wage and price increases.
The officials indicated some At
the present time there are
It may be as long as five in a few days.
The wage-price freeze, as prices would be permitted to approximately 20 Lutheran
weeks before workers, businessincrease
more than 3 per cent families
living in and around
men and consumers get an- previously announced, remains
while others would be held to
in effect until Nov. 13.
Paris, most of whom belong to
swers to the questions that
less
than
tha
amount
or
even
—The
wage-price freeze has
the Lutheran Church in Murray.
concern them most: "How
required to declined.
"Initially the Paris Lutheran
much will wages increase?" been remarkably successful,"
Administration sources re- congregatio
n will serve as an
and "what will happen to Nixon sail "The primary
Mrs. Grace M. Dedmon of New
credit forrilie success of this fused to discuss possible wage extention of Immanuel
prices?"
in Murray
Concord and Jerry Lawrence
guidelines.
But they said the and be served
first
step
in
the
fight
against
by the Reverend
Nixon in a national television
Rust of Murray Route Five have
yardstick probably would be Robert A.
Brockhoff," a church
and radio broadcast, announced rising prices belongs to you, it
become the fourth and fifth
belongs to the American people.
(Continued on Page Twelve) spokesman said.
creation of a 15-member pay
persons to die in
Calloway
It is you who have shown a
board with representatives of
County this year as a result of
labor, management and the willingness to cooperate in the
injuries from traffic collisions.
general public, and a seven- campaign against inflation."
Rust, age 24, died this morning
Officials
said
Nixon's
objecmember price commission of
at 10:15 at the Baptist Memorial
tive
was
to
reduce
the
annual
non-government members to
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., after
establish the guidelines for the
National School Lunch Week, ment in the form of USDA's
being transferred there on,
next phase of inflation control
October 10-16 has as its theme commodity distribution program
Thursday by a Max Churchill
policy.
"Beautify
America --Feed that buys foods at their market
ambulance. He was given
Children".
peak and then distributes them
emergency
treatment for
Among other things, Calloway to the schools. When a child buys TWO DIE IN ACCIDENT—Mrs. Grace M.Dedmon
of New Concord and Jerry L. Rust of Route 5, multiple injuries at the MurrayCounty Schools will serve the his favorite meal at school he is Murray, both -died from injuries received in a two car
collision on Hey 121 S. Thursday afternoon. Calloway County Hospital before
Mrs. Dedmon, driving a 1969 Plymouth labove),
Universal Menu on Wednesday, paying a much lower cost for it
was pronounced dead at the scene of the accident being sent to Memphis.
October 13, consisting of pizza, than he could at the store across and Rust, driving a 1968 Chevrolet (below) died this morning
The body is being returned to
at Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Lieutenant Wendell Johnson of green beans, tossed salad, ap- the street, according to Mrs. Memphis, Tenn,
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Photos
by
Tubbs Studio Home, funeral arrangements
Providence representing Kiwanis plesauce, brownie, and one-half Helen Hogancamp, Calloway
International, installed the newly pint whole milk. On that day School Lunch Supervisor.
are incomplete.
elected officers of the Murray schools throughout the country Calloway County Schools serve
Mes. Dedmon, age 51, was
Kiwanis Club at last night's serve the same menu.
approximately 2100 students per
pronounced dead at the scene of
The Dawson Springs Progress meeting in the Murray Woman's 1971's universal menu is a day and 18 per cent these are free
the traffic collision which octypical type A lunch served each lunches.
curred at 4:45 p.m. Thursday on
this week carried a short article Clubhouse.
Those installed included: day in most schools throughout The cooks in these schools are
on "Employers Are Lucky".
Highway 121 seven miles south of
Muray near the Felix Dunn
They note that they picked it up president Morgan Sisk; vice- the country. "Type A" is a Ernestine Hargis, Frances,
home. Deputy Coroner James
from the Bath County News- president Raymond Carter; designation that the United Brandon, Sue Brittain, Katherine
Shelton was at the scene and
Outlook. Anyway it bumps your secretary Robert Daniel; and States Department of Agriculture Cleaver, Iva Edwards, Dirtily
William
pronounced her death.
sense of humor and you may get a treasurer
Boyd, started using more than 25 years McClure, Ernestine Norman,
Lieutenant Johnson told the club ago to indicate a meal that met Gertrude White, Betty Jo
Kentucky State, Trooper
smile from it.
members and their wives who the one-third minimum daily Erwin, Estelle Duncan, Evelyn
Charles Stephenson investigated
the fatal accident between a 1969
Employers are a fortunate lot, were guests that this year's nutritional requirement for your Burkeen, Mildred Geurin,
Plymouth owned by Jack Dedfor, as everybody knows, an endeavors should be toward child.
Jerldene Mathis, Moline Shrader,
Learning How to Live" and ef- USDA requires school lunch Mary Lee, Myrna Phillips,
employer has nothing to do.
mon and driven by Mrs. Dedmon,
forts will be made to fight directors and staffs around the Charlene Melvin, Delorise
That is except...
and a 1968 Chevrolet driven by
country when serving Type A Boggess, Dorthy Montgomery
To decide what is to be done; pollution and drugs.
Rust.
,
Attendance awards were meals to include the following in Jane Morton, Janice Adams,
To tell somebody to do it;
The trooper said witnesses at
To listen to reasons why it presented to Durwood Beatty, each lunch served: Meat or meat Jean Barger, Ophelia Geurin,
the scene told him that Mrs.
Tom Turner; Harold Ever- alternate, vegetables and fruits, Willadean Kirks and Muriel
should not be done;
Dedmon was going south toward
New Concord and Rust was
Why it should be done by smeyer; William Boyd; Arlie bread, butter, and whole milk. Wright.
Some of the costs of each meal is Each school was represented
somebody else or why it should be Scott and J. D. Rayburn.
coming toward Murray'. Rust lost
at
Guests of the club included the paid for by the Federal Govern- a Managers Workshop held at
done in a different way;
control of his car, went off the
of
the
right side of the payment, came
members,
And to prepare arguments in wives
Murray :late University in June
rebuttal that are convincing and Lieutenant Governor and Mrs. Exchange And Sale Girl
to help update their skills. They
back across in the northbound
Wendell Johnson, Providence;
conclusive:
lane colliding with the left front
invite you as parents to visit the
of the Dedmon car in her lane of
To follow up to see if the thing Mr. and Mrs. John Randolph; Scout Uniforms Planned
cafeterias.
Mr.and Mrs. Jesse Spencer; Mr. The Girl Scout Uniform Extraffic, according to witnesses at
has been done;
the scene.
To discover that it has not been and Mrs. Ray Kloss and Mr. and change and Sale will be held
Mrs. Charles Smith.
done;
Mrs. Dedmon was pinned in her
Saturday, October 16, from nine
President Durwood Beatty
automobile. She was reported to
To inquire why it has not been
a.m. to 12 noon at the Girl Scout
presided at the meeting. Josiah cabin.
be returning home after comdone;
pleting her day's work at the Big
To listen to excuses from the Darnall was in charge of the Persons are asked to bring all Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, has
Tommy
Alexander
Murray'
of
The Tappan Company will Starkie Colson, Fray Cunperson who should have done it program. William Boyd gave the uniforms marked with names, successfully completed Course LI
is now partner and manager of K Department Store. The Rust
invocation. J. D. Rayburn gave addresses, and prices of the in the Residential Division of the honor 41 employees who have ningham, Willie Darnell, Eulas the Ward-Elkins Stores in car was towed away by Herman
and did not do it;
worked
B.
Fennel,
Roy
Gordon,
25 years for the Murray
Johnson and the Dedmon car by
And to think up arguments to the special recognition to articles.
National Institute of Real Estate
Murray and Paris, Tenn.
outgoing Lieutenant Governor The exchange and sale is for Brokers. This class was held in Division on Saturday, October 9. Ben Grogan, Carl Hoke, Porter
overcome the excuses...
He
is working with his father- McClard Wrecker Service.
W. R. Tappan company Holland, Wyvan Holland, Charlie
To follow up a second time to Harold Eversmeyer; and Arlie Brownies, Juniors, Cadets, Nashville, Tennessee with 56
in-law,
R. L. Ward, who is now
Trooper Stephenson said traffic
Humphrey,
president,
Robert
and
Tru
C.
Johnson,
Clark, Tappan
see if the thing has been done; Scott presented various awards. Seniors and adult uniforms.
students representing 25 states Division
Lowell Jones, Harry P. Key, recuperating at his home after was tied up at the scene for about
president,
will
be
in
To discover that it was done but
and Canada. Realtor Tucker Murray for
Daniel C. Knouff, Hassel Miller, having suffered a heart attack on thirty minutes. He was assisted
this occasion.
done incorrectly;
completed Course I in March of This event will
L.
E. Outland, James H. Pat- May 30 of this year. Ward plans to at the scene by Sheriff Clyde
inaugurate the
To point out how it should have
this year in Fort Worth, Texas. beginning of
be back in the store after his Steele.
terson, Jesse T. Patterson,
a
Quarter
Century
been done:
these Club in Murray
Tucker is attending
Mrs. Dedrnon and her family
Clinton Pennington, James recuperation period.
for
those
emTo conclude that as long as it
classes to further his knowledge ployees with 25
had
moved here from the St.
Ragsdale,
Crawford
years
Ray,
L.
of
A.
service
has been done, it might as well be
in the Real Estate profession and with
Louis, Mo., area in June of this
Richerson, Bennie Simmons,
the
Company.
1
left the way it is;
is earning credits toward ob- Those
year and were residing at their
employees to be honored Howell Thurman, Gene Tharpe,
To wonder if it isn't time to ge:
taining the designation of Cer- are
home near the former Perry
Al Kipp, Rue Overby, Eugene Joe Underwood, Coffield Vance,
rid of a person who never does
tified Residential Broker. "At Alton,
Allbritten house on the hill south
Loyd Beane, Delmar Allen Wacikins, Ralph Wilcox and
anything correctly;
this time there are only 232 Brewer,
of New Concord on Highway 121.
Lenvel Yates.
James
Bromley,
J.
B.
To reflect that the person at
Realtors in the United States with Burkeen,
She was born November 7, 1919,
Robert L. Burkeen. Also, attending the meeting
.fault has a wife and seven
this designation and only 1 ir Willie
and was the daughter of the late
will be six Murray employees
Earl
Ceildgess
children;
Kentucky," a spokesman said (deceased)
Amos Pool and Genivene Jones
, Norvillq Cole, who are already members of the
And certainly no other emPool. Reports are that her family
Tappan Quarter Century Club.
ployer in the world would put up
said she had been driving to work
They are Gail Cordrey, Harold
with him for a moment;
RUMMAGE SALE
or many years and this was her
Kilgore, Olin Moore, John
And that in all probability any
first accident.
A rummage sale will be held at Pocock, Gilbert Searfos and Arlo
successor would be just as bad-or
Survivors are her husband,
The Murray Postoffice will be Gleason Hall, North 12th and Sprunger.
worse;
Jack Dedmon of New Concord;
Payne Streets, next to St. Leo's
Macon Blankenship, Personnel,
closed
on
Monday,
11,
October
in
To consider how much simpler
New officers of the Murray Kiwanis Club were installed at last observance
one daughter, Miss Carolyn
of the national Catholic Church, on Saturday, Manager, said that 86 employees
and better the thing would have night's meeting by Lieutenant Governor
Dedmon, age four, of New
Wendell Johnson, holiday, Columbus Day.
October 9, from eight a.m to will have completed 25 years of
been done had he done it himself Providence, third from left in the
Concord; six sons, Wayne
photo. Those Installed were
three p.m.
service in 1972, and will be added
and
city
No
rural
delivery
mail
in the first place;
Treasurer, William Boyd, left; President Morgan Sisk; Johnson, will
Dedmon and Alan Dedmon,
to the Quarter Century Club at
be made on that day. The
To reflect sadly that if he had and Secretary Robert Daniel. Raymond
students at New Concord
Carter, vice-president, lobby will be open from seven
HAM SHOOT
the second annual meeting.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
was unable to attend the meeting.
Elementary School, Daniel
A Ham Shoot will be held at the
a.m. to six p.m. for the conEck, student at Calloway County
raufw •
IR •I
venience of persons to the Calloway County High School on
SHRINE BREAKFAST
TOMMY ALEXANDER
High School, Charles Eck of
postoffice boxes and to deposit Saturday, October 23, starting at
The
Murray-Calloway County
nine
Alexander nas been textile Kansas City, Mo., Henry Eck of
a.m. The event will be
mail. The stamp machines in the
Shrine Club will have its monthly engineer at the General
Tire and Sunflower, Kansas, and W.M.
lobby will be in operation for the Sponsored by the Calloway
fellowship breakfast at the Rubber Company,
Kentucky: Generally fair today
County
High
School
Mayfield, for Eck of East St. Louis, Ill.; two
Band
convenience of the public.
Holiday Inn on Sunday, October the past ten years.
with increasing cloudiness west
He is the son of stepdaughters, Mrs. Betty Tate
Persons are requested to not Boosters Club.
10, at nine a.m. All Shriners and the late Mr. and
and middle tonight and east on
Mrs. Raymond and Mrs. Marilyn Price, both of
call the postoffice on Monday
their families are urged to at- Alexander of Murray
TURKEY SHOOT
Saturday. Scattered showers
Route Five. East St. Louis, Ill.; one stepson,
regarding mail delivery
tend
west tonight and over most of the
The new Murray' partner Jerry Dedmon of East St. Louis,
A turkey and ham shoot will be
state on Saturday. Turning cooler
graduated from New Concord 111.; one brother, Robert Poole of
LEGION MEETING
„. held at the
Calloway County
Saturday. Highs today mostly in High School and received his East St. Louis, Ill.; two sisters,
The American Legion Post No.
TOLL
OF
LAW
OFFICERS
Fairgrounds on Saturday, Octhe 70s. Lows tonight mostly in
Mrs.
James
Loraine )
73 and Legion Auxiliary will hold
WASHINGTON f UPI) —An Bachelor's degree in chemistry
tober 16, from nine a.m. to five
the 40s. Highs Saturday mid 60s
Kightlinger
of Belleville, Ill., and
and
mathematic
s
from
their regular monthly meeting on
Murray
FBI
report
showed
today
that
sponsored
by the Kirksey
to lower 70s.
Monday, October 11, at seven Ball
the number of law enforcement State University in 1961. He Mrs. Charles (May) Man of St.
Club.
p.m. at the Legion Hall. All
officers will in the United served four , years in the , AU- Charles, Mo.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Funeral services will be held
mbers are urged to attend.
States this year stands at 87, Force after completing his
GOSPEL SINGING
Kentucky
extended
The
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel
with seven more deaths during college degree.
weather outlook Sunday through
Now You Koss
Alexander serves as a deacon of the Blalock-Coleman Fuaeral
A gospel singing will be held September.
Tuesday: Chance of showers late
Home where friends may caii
By United Press InTernational at Story's Chapel United
at
During the first nine months the First Baptist Church where
Monday and Tuesday. Mild or
Dr. Durwood Beatty Is shown above receiving a plaque is
The shortest gestation period Methodist Church, located south of 1970, 76 officers were killed he is also a Sunday School after six p.m. today' I Friday ).
seasonable temperatures. Highs "Kiwanian of the Year" from Secretary Arlie Scott of the Murray
any- mammal is the of Lynn Grove, on Sunday, Oc- There were nine slayings of
The othei- three persons who
law teacher and formerly' was a
in the mid 60s to the mid 70s Kiwanis Club. The award Is made anndally to a member for Virginian opossum
which is 12 tober 10, at two p.m. All singers enforcement officers in Septem- counselor for the Royal Am- have died as a resurof car acLows in upper 40s to mid 50s.
service rendered to the many activities of the Club.
days.
and listeners are invited
ber 1970.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Continuedys Page Twelve

Mrs. Dedmon,
Jerry Rust,
Are Victims

National School Lunch Week To
Be Observed by Calloway Schools
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New Officers
Installed By
Seen&Heard
Kiwariis Club
-9' Around
Murray

Donald R. Tucker
Completes Course

Tappan To Honor 41
25-Year Employees

Postoffice Will Be
Closed On Monday

The Weather

p.m.,

Tommy Alexander Is
Partner & Manager
For Ward-Elkins

•••••
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The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Friday, Oct. 8, the
xialt
281st day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The
morning
stars
are
Inspection at the Border
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are MercuActing on an anonymous tip,
unlike searches inside the counry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
customs agents at the Mexican try, need not be based on "probThose born on this day are border halted a yellow station able cause"—mere suspicion is
wagon for inspection. Sure enough.
under the sign of Libra.
Why should the law allow
American aviator Eddie Rick- enough, they found contraband
enbacker was born Oct. 8, 1890. watches hidden in the glove more leeway in searches at the
compartment
border than inside the country?
On this day in history:
Because of the historical right
In 1871 the great Chicago fire
of each nation to put whatever
started. It destroyed more than
limits it pleases on entry into
17,000 buildings, killed several
its territory.
Nevertheless, the search itself
hundred persons and left 98,000
must still be caTried out in a
homeless.
reasonable manner. While mere
In 1923 Germany's shaky
suspicion will justify the search
postwar
economy
produced
of a car, it will not necessarily
such disastrous inflation that an
justify an intimate search
_ ----- of the
American penny was worth
person. Thus:
more than six million marks.
A woman crossing the border
on foot was stopped because a
In 1942 the first contingent of
customs inspector "had a hunch"
World War II Waves began
that she was carrying narcotics.
naval training at Smith College
In due course, the driver of Ordered to strip in the presence
in Massachusetts.
the car was brought to trial on of a matron, she was indeed
In 1967 former British Prime a charge of smuggling. But in found to have a quantity
of
Minister Clement Attlee died at court, he stood on his constitu- heroin in her clothing.
tional rights.
the age of 84.
Nevertheless, this evidence was
"They had no grounds for held not admissible in court. The
A thought for today: Philoso- searching my car except for one judge said such an intensive
anonymous telephone call," he search could not be conducted for
pher George Santayana said, pointed
out. "This is a clear case
"There is no cure for birth and of 'unreasonable search and sei- such a flimsy reason.
But in another case, the comdeath save to enjoy the zure', which is forbidden by the pulsory stripping of a woman
was
interval."
Fourth Amendment. Therefore, upheld. This time, suspicion was
they cannot use the evidence based on specific information
against me."
furnished by a reliable informer.
But the court disagreed and With that much to go on, ruled
found him guilty as charged. The tht. court, customs officials were
court said searches at the border, entitled to take a very good look.

THE
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Squad Important
The value of the Calloway County Fire and Rescue
Squad was emphasized this week when the squad
went to Lynn Grove. Together with one unit of the
Murray Fire Department they succeeded in saving
two homes on either side of a house that burned.
Unfortunately they could not prevent the tragedy of
the loss of two lives which occurred before they
arrived at the scene.
Of primary importance. however, is that there
exists today a fire fighting unit for the county,
soniething which has been long wished for, but
Just not available.
The Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad
deserves the support of all citizens, both in the city
and in the county. People in the county could make
cash contributions to this unit so they can maintain
the budget they operate on.
People who live in the city also have "a stake" in
this unit, since they serve as a back-up agency for
the Murray Fire Department. Indeed the Rescue
Squad fire truck was on duty in the city recently
while one of the city fire trucks was being repaired.
Rescue Squad members get no pay. They serve on
the squad because of a desire to help. They do get
some financial help from the Calloway Fiscal Court,
and all of this money goes toward purchase of the
fire truck.
Both city and county residents can help this squad
considerably by sending in contributions so that
Joe B. Smith, manager of the
their efforts can continue.
Itayfield Employment Office,

`wai.r•pai•

PAPEQ

VEL'US STONE

Funding Of
Welder Class
Is Announced

••i‘

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER al TIMES FILE

Rex Billington was named as the superintendent of the Murray
Sanitation System at the meeting of the Murray City Council. His
salary will be $3800 per year.
- The Murray High Tigers continued their winning ways by
.cloyming Bowling Green 34-7. This was their sixth win of the
'season.
• An article concerning Stubblefield as the inventor of radio
appears in the fall issue of the magazine, Mef, publication of the
"Texas Gas Transmission Corporation.
-; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles have returned from a trip to Europe.
They toured England, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and
France.

has announced the funding and
approval of a class for Welder,
Combination, to be conducted at
the Mayfield Occupational
Educational Center, 502 South
12th Street, Mayfield.
The tentative starting date Tor
the class is November 8, 1971.
`This training is funded under
the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1962 and is administered by Tilghman Area
Vocational School, Paducah,''
Smith said.

A PLANT IS GUILTY UNTIL PROVEN INNOCENT
Discussions disturb Dad; especially discussions that have no
apparent answer.
The discussion he's currently disturbed about is the discourse
on, since its probably harmful to smoke tobacco, is it wrong to
grow it. He knows men who would not smoke at all, but who do
grow tobacco. Now, he doesn't wish to raise any problems, but
still he wonders ahout the situation
He, being a man to get to the root of a problem, decided ha
would ask some of his friends what they thought about it. As you
can guess the answers were varied. However, they all agreed that
there was no harm in growing tobacco. Some reasoned that
tobacco was just a plant, harmless in nature, created by God, and
thus could not be harmful, asserting that the harm was all man
made. While others came more to the point and said that if they
did not grow it someone else would.
Tobacco, some said, was like corn that was good, but could be
used to make whiskey. Some suggested that tobacco was like an
automobile that was good but could be used by a drunk to kill. The
car itself was clearly not at fault.
The sumation of the reasoning was that the tobacco plant by
itself was in no way guilty of a crime. This the grower of an innocent plant could be no more guilty than the plant itself. The evil
was then only in the mind of the evil. So, if one had no evil intentions to use the plant for an evil purpose, he in growing it could
in no way be evil.
Dad smiled his satisfied smile. The answer was a simple as he
thought it would be, and he was glad that he had finally uncovered
the truth.
I, being little, wanted to know more so I said, "Now, let us
discuss the Marijuana plant.-

Leon Riley
To Speak
_
Here Tuesday

An

Leon Riley will speak in
Calloway County Tuesday night,
October 12, as a member of the
Emberton-Host Victory Squad
appearing in 120 Kentucky
counties that night.
Riley, a Marshall County auto
dealer, is a director and member
of the legislative committee of
the Kentucky Auto Dealer's
Association. He is also a member
of the Advisory Board of Eddyville Reformatory.
Officials of the Emberton-Host
campaign said that speakers
would appear in every county at
approximately the same time to
outline the many reasons for
supporting the Emberton-Host
ticket.
Tom Emberton is the nominee
for Governor in the November
General Election and Jim Host is
the nominee for Lt. Governor.
The Victory Squad rally is
scheduled for 7:30, at the
Courthouse.

"This is the second class of this
type to be held in Mayfield, and
will
accomodate eighteen
trainees," he added. "David
* ** ***********
Meeks has been renamed by
ALL *
Tilghman as the Instructor for
71
SHOWS
this class. Tilghman Area
Vocational School and the Employment Service work together
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
jointly in assessing and
administering the training for this
Howard W. Coy, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Coy of Dexter Route
area."
One, recently reported to Keesler Air Force Base to begin
Training allowances are paid to
training in the radio operators school.
trainees in these Manpower
Rev. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the First Baptist Church of Murray, Classes provided they meet the
- has started a series of Sunday evening sermons with the
general necessary requirements, Smith
"...title, "Magnificent Messages From Marvelous Men".
pointed out.
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn of Detroit, Mich., are the parents of
All interested persons are
-a baby girl, Deborah Ann, born October 6. Grandparents are Mr. urged to contact the local Em• and Mrs. Hallet Dunn of Detroit, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. John
ployment Service at 319 South
•
RESURRECTION PROPHESIED
Workman of Murray.
Seventh Street, Mayfield, Kentucky, at the earliest possible
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Walt Disney's "Alice In
Hope lies shallow buried,
Wonderland"
date.
Barely covered,
a
By the stirrings.
•
Painting shades
Of common man.
S
11-.11 lORK 01'1) It isn't
Awaiting resurrection,
diffioldt to paint window
Or so it has been prophesied,
.shatles free-hand, to stencil or
By a succession of learned men.
to) spra paint ork simple graphThomas Perkins
ics with oil, acrylic or Ainyl
With men it is impossible, but not with God: for with God all paints.
%Nliate‘er the method, one
things are possible.—Mark 10:27.
HALLOWEEN
The only limitations to the power of God are His Love and His should always work on a sur- Spooks of all.
face large enough to support Short
holiness.
and tall,
shade until paint is dry .
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Trick or treat,
* NITELY
All you can eat,'
* At 7:30 PIA S
You're dressed in a rag„
2:00 Sat & Sun.
You look like a hag,
But, that's what its all about.
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These two young ladies are Girl Scouth. Their poems were sent in
by Dorothy Byrn.
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"GODZILLA vs. THE THING"
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PEOPLE WHO KNOW HOW TO
ENJOY SEX ARE PEOPLE WHO
KNOW HOW TO LIVE!
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Experience Isn't always
the best teacher
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Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Itiblet Jr.
It isn't fair to scorn politicians for their em,ployment of speech writers. After all, we cannot
expect all of those we identify as belonging to the
species Potomacus Exoticus to be always articulate.
Besides, a speech written in advance helps to
prevent high-level goofs on policy, like when a
Democrat finds himself speaking in favor of a
Republican idea-4w and order of Nixonomics, for
example.
' "Ghostwriting. is a sorry trade.••
—Dictionarv of ()pions

by Will
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LIVE AND LOVE!

by Mary Ann Jones
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I love the year 'round,
The cold Winter,
Spring flowers.
Autumn leaves,
But best of all.
Summer's hot and sunny days!
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Friday, October 8
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
The Murray Head Start
the home of Mrs. John Workman,
recently elected officers for the
1508 Parklane Drive, at 1:30 p.m.
Parents Committee. They are as
follows:
The 9-H Pumpkins Show and
Mrs. Carol Turley, chairman
Sale will be held in the Central
Mrs. Lyle Pridemore, viceShopping Center.
chairman; Mrs. Eva Bynum,
secretary; Mrs. Joriene Kendall,
Saturday, October 9
treasurer.
Turkey and Merchandise Shoot
A spokesman said the value of
will be held at the Faxon School parent involement provides
from nine a.m. to five p.m. understanding and appreciation
MRS. JAMES Ransom, left, holds a tie,
Lunch will be served in the of how children grow and learn,
handmade by Mrs.
Richard Knight, during the auction held
lunchro
om.
and how learning can be exat the meeting of the
Kappa Department of the Murray
tended into the home.
Woman's Club on Tuesday. On
the right is Mrs. Tommy Cbrisp, Kappa
A Turkey Shoot will be held at Through a program of Parent
Vice- chairman.
the Lynn Grove School, spon- participation parents recognize
sored by the Lynn Grove PTA,qualifies they already possess
starting at ten a.m.
such as new and improved skills
Temple Hill
Lo
—TIFT'slio.
276 F. & opening avenues to job opA.M. will have a call meeting at portunities, increased knowledge
community resources and
The Executive,Board of the the lodge at 6:30 p.m. to examine of
The Kappa Department of the Almo School Parent-Teacher a class of candidates and to facilities, and how they can be
Murray Woman's Club met Association met Monday, Oc- confer the master mason degree. used to improve family living.
Mrs. Virginia Miller, regional
Tuesday, October 5, at seven- tober 4, at the school with the
consultant from Bowling Green,
thirty o'clock in the evening at president, Mrs. M. D. McGinni
Clean
Teens
will
have
bake
a
s,
the club house with Mrs. John presiding.
sale in front of Lerman's starting will meet with Parents of Head
Start on Friday, October 8, at six
Belt opening the meeting with a
Bro. Terry Walters, minister at eight a.m.
p.m. at the Douglas School.
devotion.
of the Hickory Grove Church of
"Kappa Krafts", the program Christ
The
Gamma
Omicron
Chapter
and a member of the
for the evening, featured a board, led the opening prayer. of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority
display of members' handmade
The group discussed the pur- will have a wiener roast at the
articles which were auctioned to chase of the PTA Bulletin and Kenlake pavilion at 6:30 p.m.
the highest bidder. The two ar- the national PTA magazine,
Mrs. Earl Lee, president,
ticles bringing the most money health program, parking lot in The fall festival will be held at presided at the meeting of the
were a decorative pillow ($6.50) back of the school, and the Fall the Hazel Elementary School, Officers Council of the WW1 of
with the Hazel Parent Teacher the Elm Grove Baptist Church
and a set of doll clothes ($6.00). Festival.
The toal proceeds amounted to Those present were Mesdames Club as sponsor. The doors will held on Monday, October 4, at
$134 for the auction.
McGinnis, Howard Bucy, Joe open at six p.m.
seven o'clock in the evening at
Mrs. Bob Billington, Kappa Walker, Gerald Smith,
Gene The Captain Wendell Our) the church.
.*Mizznan, pecaided at the Starks,Larry Woodall, Jerry Don
flatus were discussed for a
Chapter of the Daughters of the
business meeting. Plans for the Tucker, Kenneth Starks, Buel
American Revolution will meet Senior Citizens Thanksgiving
"Haunted House" to be held Hargis, Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., Jackie
at the Calloway Public Library at Party and for the observance of
October 26, 29, and 30 from 5:30 to Thorn, Ray Gene Coursey, Jesse
aleven a.m. with Mrs. Lucille the Week of Prayer for foreign
ten p.m. were discussed. This is a Vincent, Ned Galloway, Billy
Ginger, first district chairman missions in December.
project to raise $2000 which the Schroader, Wayne Turner, Glen
The prayer for missionaries
from Henderson as speaker. Tbe
department borrowed to help Cunningham, and Bro. and Mrs.
group will go later to the Colonial was led by Mrs. Walton
finance Murray Middle School Walters.
House Smorgasbord for lunch. Fulkerson and the treasurer's
library materials.
report was given by Mrs. Harry
•
The "Haunted House", a
Shekell. Other reports were
Sunday, October 10
tour full of unsuspected horrors,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson given.
will
provide
family
enOthers present were Mrs
will have an open house from two
tertainment at a fee of fifty cents
Henry, Mrs. Charles
to five p.m. at their home on Charles
per person. Alpha Sigma Alpha
Burkeen, Mrs. James Outland,
Murray
Route
Four
in
social sorority will sell refresh- The regular ladies day golf was celebration of their golden and Mrs. Albert Crider.
ments and donate the pi•ofits to held at the Oaks Country Club on wedding anniversary. All friends
Wednesday with Virginia Jones
the department.
and relatives are invited to atas the golf hostess.
Clothes were collected from
tend.
Laura
Parker
and
Grace
each member to be donated to
David Haley, Mobilization
James
tied
for
medalist
honors leader
Jewel Manor, an institution for
for the Campus Crusade
with
Mrs. Parker winning in a
girls sponsored by the Kentucky
for Christ on the MSU campus,
Federation of Women's Clubs playoff. Closest to pin on No. 8 will speak at ten a.m. at the
was Doris Rose and blind hole
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
It was announced that the went to Edith Garrison.
The Olga Hampton Baptist
Church.
November meeting would be a
A ladies day luncheon was
Women of the Sinking Spring
fashion show with styles from the served at noon with
Dorothy
Baptist Church held its regul
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Mademoiselle Shop. The meeting Fike, Marilyn Lee,
Jean
meeting at the church on Monwill be open to non-members of Blankenship, Anna Bell Russell, will have its annual homecoming.
day, October 4, at seven o'clock
the department.
Sadie Ragsdale, Joan Woods, Noon lunch will follow the in the evening.
morning
worship services and
Hostesses for the social hour Dorothy Grogan, Verlene Huie,
Mrs. L. D. Warren was in
were Mrs. Sid Easley. Mrs. Blanche Shamvell, Carolyn singing will be held in the af- charge of the program on the
ternoon.
Jackie Winchester, and Mrs. Adams, Pat Pogue, Nell Tackett,
theme, "Potential For Missions
and Judy Clymer.
Charles Turnbow,
Concerning the Needs For
The Murray-Calloway County
Doctors, Teachers, and Church
Shrine Club will have its monthly
Workers in Korea".
fellowship breakfast at the
The president, Mrs. Warren,
Holiday Inn at nine a.m.
On Hwy. 121
presided. The group voted to
have as its mission project to help
(Mayfield Hwy.)
Monday, October 11
with the Jonathan Creek Baptist
The
Calloway
County Assembly.
Generalogical Society will meet
Mrs. Harding Galloway gave
at the home of Mrs.
Wesley the call to prayer. The
group sang
Waldrop at 1:30 p.m.
the WM17 hymn, "All Hail The
The American Legion Post No. Power Of Jesus Name", ant
73 and Auxiliary will meet at
the repeated the WMU watchword
Legion Hall, 6th and Maple
Those present were Mesdames
1 Streets, at seven pm. All in- Sonny Lockhart, James
1 terested persons are invited to Kuykendall, Bill Collins, Harding
attend.
Galloway,Terry
Sills, Billy
1 The Suburban Homemakers Paschall, Gerald Cooper,
1
will meet at the home of Raymond Crawford, Dub Hurt,
1 Club
Mrs.0. J. Jennings at seven p.m. L. D. Warren, and Bobby Stark.
1 Mrs. Lenith Rogers will
be
1 co-hostess
.
8 to 5

Executive Board Of
Almo PTA Has Meet

Officers Council
Has Regular Meet

Ladies Day Golf
Held At The Oaks

EATRE

TUE.
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is nobody's witch

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: You probably will think I am
putting you
on, but I swear this is true. My wife
can predict the weather
better than any weather forecaster you
ever heard of. No
matter what the weatherman says, Dolly will say,
"Well, we
are going to have rain tomorrow,"
and sure enough we
have rain!
Dolly not only predicts rain, but she can tell
you if there
is going to be a change in the weather
24 hours in advance.
She says when her collarbone aches
lit was broken once) it
means we are going to have a change of
weather, and when
her corns start to hurt it means we will
have rain or snow.
The guys who forecast the weather on the televisio
n are
wrong every once in a while, but my Dolly's
predictions are
never wrong. Tell me, Abby, is she just
a good guesser, or
am I married to some kind of witch?
DOLLY'S MAN
DEAR MAN: Neither. Dolly's no witch. Lots
of people
can predict the weather accurately by their
aches and pains.

am told I have a pleasant personality and I am not
shy, neither am I forward, so what is wrong with me?
I really don't come into contact with many young people
I work in an isolated office with no one anywhere near
my
age. I've tried to get transferred to where the action
is but
there haven't been any openings. I feel like I am doomed
to
die alone. Please help me. Thanks for listening. It has
helped
to write this. I guess maybe I will just have to help
myself.
22 AND LONELY
DEAR "22": Don't waste too much more time in an "isolated" office. Even if you have to work for less, get
to
where the action is.
Have you looked into young adult groups? Evening
classes in art, religion Ichurch groups?), politics or where
ever your interests lie? How about volunteer work?
I never met a person, young or old, who didn't get more
than he gave when he volunteered to help the helpless.
What's your problern7 You'll feel
better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box
69700. Los Angeles, Cal.
9069 For a personal reply enclose
stamped. addressed
envelope.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

Pborie 7S3 1917 or 753-4147

DEAR ABBY: We sent our children to a
Christian camp
about 70 miles from home. They were there
for one week,
but here is the problem: While they were
there, their uncle
Went to the Camp and took them out for
an evening without
asking us first. Well, I told him that I
thought he had a lot of
nerve to take our children out of camp without
our permission and now his whole family (except my
husband] are up
in arms because I rebuffed this uncle.
Was I wrong or was this uncle?
MAD DI MAINE
DEAR MAD: Unless you disapprove of this
uncle, or
have good reasons to believe that your children
would have
been better cif in camp, I think you are needless
ly over
exercised.

DEAR ABBY: I am 22 years old and am so lonely for
company I could die. I know I am no raving beauty, but lots
of girls who aren't as nice-looking as I am seem to have boy
friends. I have nice clothes, money in the bank and a new
car with only one more payment to make, but there must be
more to life than what I have.
I am 5 feet 2 and never go beyond 100 pounds I have
long hair, olonde, which I keep clean and curled. My complexion has cleared up and I don't use too much make-up. I

SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home,
3rd & Maple

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411

Mrs. L. D. Warren
Directs Program
At WMS Meeting

/

*

sT4 at:1ff

HOLLAND
BULBS

1
Mon. thru 1 The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Sat
Church WSCS will meet at the
1 to 5 \ church at seven p.m.
Sunday
The executive board of the
Quota Club will meet at the
1
1 Southside Restaurant at 5:
1 p.m.

FOR FALL
ARE HERE!!
NRY

NDA

LS-

* Tulips
* Daffodil
* Hyacinths
Narcissus

1
1

LAWN FESCUE
for Fall Seeding
Complete Line of

ORTHO PRODUCTS

including High Nitrogen Lawn Food to give your \
lawn a quick start
1
1

CLEAN WHEAT STRAW

The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open meeting at the club house
at 7:30 p.m. with Waillard Alls
as guest speaker on "Drug Information for Adults". Hostesses
wil be Mesdames Charles Hale,
Arlie Scott, Ben Trevathan, and
John Mikulcik.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
James Boone, John Nanny,
Richard Orr, Bobby Nix
Crawford, Leonard Whitrner. and
Virgil Harris.

for Winter Mulch
Complete Line of

LAWN & GARDEN TOOLS

Tuesday, October 12
The
New
Providence
Homemakers Club will meetat
the home of Mrs. Larry Curd at
one p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilcox,
Mrs. Gregg Miller, Max Miller,
and Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton have
returned home after being in
Detroit, Mich., for an event In
honor of Mr. and Mrs. William
Barber Clanton.
The couple was honored on the
occasion of their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception
given by their son and daughters
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Erick Krumrei, 1427 Stahelin
Boulevard, Detroit, Mich., on
Sunday, October 3.

Adjust quantities
Children need the same
kinds of foods that adults
need,
but
in
different
quantities.
To encourage
your child to eat all the
foods that are good for him
make certain that they are
easy to eat. For instance,
cut meat into "chewable"
pieces. Offer plenty of finger food like carrot sticks
and hard -cooked egg quarters. And place small portions on small plates—
plates that have an edge so
the food can be easily
"scooped" up.

Butter is made by churning
The Paris Road Homemakers
pasteurized i-ream. Bv law it
Club will meet at the home Of
muAt contain not less than 80
Mrs. John Roach at 1.30 p.m.
Ø'rrrntmIkfiI

. but we've got it to lend! The unbankly bank believes
in spreadin. it around for things worthwhile. Like a new
car. Or a boat. Education. Summer vacation. Home improvement. Self improvement.
You can't improve on a loan from us.
And we'll prove it.

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

4A01,,
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Palmer Blasts
Galleries At
Picadilly Meet
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Swami Goes After 'A' With State Predictions

By BOB MEEKER
Harrodsburg over Garrard
Louisville over Memphis State- Louisville Iroquois over
LOUISVILLE, (UP1)--The -Cardinals Jet-powered; Tigers
ensboro Catholic
County
Louisville Westport over Paris over Georgetown
master seer, the delphic oracle of in the tank this season.
Greece not Griese of the Miami Western
McKeel over Mount Sterling
over
Eastern Harrison County
Dolphins), has given the Ken- Michigan—Toppers going for No. Hopkinsville over Mayfield
Pikeville over Paintsville
tucky football prophet a "B" for 1 in the college division ratings. Bowling Green over Paducah
Frankfort over Woodford
Meade County over La Rue County
his state college and high school Morehead over Austin Peay—
predictions last week.
County
Pineville over Whitley County
Eagles are starting to soar.
The swami picked 32 winners Middle
Tennessee
over Somerset over Lexington Cincinnati Roger Bacon over
out of 42 games for a percentage Eastern—Caught in the Middle of LaFayette
Newport Catholic
Boone County over Covington
of 762—a "B" average.
Madison Central over Richan upset.
This week, shooting for a Murray
mond Madison
over
Tennessee Holmes
straight "A", the pigskin prophet Martin—The Racer's edge.
Fort Thomas Highlands over
Wheelwright over M. C. Napier
offers the following:
Beechwood over Lexington
Kentucky State Jver Lincoln, Newport
COLLEGE
M0—Assuming the defense keeps Franklin County over Bourbon Sayre
Kentucky over Ohio Univ.—A up with the offense
County
Fleming-Neon over Whitesburg
flickering Ray of hope.
Corbin over Cawood
Hazard over Evarts
Millsaps over Georgetown—
Tigers seem de-clawed this year. Ashland over Boyd County
Dixie Heights over Dayton
Belfry over Prestonsburg
Centre over Washington, Mo.—
Daviess
County
over
Two in a row for the Colonels. Murray over Trigg County
Russellville
Glasgow over Campbellsville
Louisville Falget over De Sales
HIGH SCHOOL
Bardstown over Eminence
Madisonvill
Elkhorn City over Virgie.
e
over
Henderson
State's
Murray
cross country
team will open its home season Owensboro over Ohio County
and try for its fourth straight Fort Knox over Bullitt County
victory when it hosts Middle Lexington Tates Creek over
Jessamine County
Tennessee today.
COME TO
The dual match will begin at Middlesboro over Bell County
Manual
Calloway Country Club at 4 pin. Louisville
over
The undefeated Racers have Atherton
Louisville St Xavier over
beaten Austin Peay and
Arkansas State in dual matches Trinity
and Try Our
this season and won the Owen- Louisville Thomas Jefferson over
to Invitational Meet. In their Fern Creek
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Seneca
over
win over Arkansas State last Louisville
—Country Hams and Steaks
Friday, the Racers took the first Waggener
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
THE MSU FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM—Top row, left to right, John Blue, mgr.,
Ronnie five places. Jim Krejci and Sonny Louisville Eastern} over Jef6a.m. to 10 p m , 7days a week
Redmon, T. C. Jamison, Michael Coleman, Lewis McCullough, mgr. Second row, Bobby Mantooth,
Fennell tied for first, Dennis fersontown
— J.C. GALLLMORE —
Pete Roney. Richard Smith, Larry Kelly. Bottom row, Darnell Odell. David Logan. Steve
Louisville
Central over InHale and Sturt was third, Gregg Fullarton
Coach Kayo Willis.
dianapolis (Ind.) Attucks
fourth, and Gene Weis fifth.

WENTWORTH, England
(LIPIi—Arnold Palmer criticized
his •'armies.' Jack
Nicklaus again showed his
nerves of steel, and Neil Coles,
the quiet man of British golf,
routed U.S. Masters Champion
Charles Coody.
These were some of the
major outcomes of the first
round Thursday in the Piccadilly
World
Match
Play
Championship.
Palmer, 42, was edged out by
New Zealand southpaw Bob
Charles by a birdie four at the
37th hole after Palmer had
forced a sudden-death playoff
with a 20-foot birdie putt.
Palmer's comments however
had the sting of sour grapes,
but he denied it vigorously. He
bitterly criticized the lack of
crowd control on the ol -Burma
Road" course.
He said one of the reasons he
had not played in the tournament for the past two years
was the lack of control over
galleries.
"It doesn't happen in any
other major championship," he
said. "It is riot even fair on the
galleries themselves because I
don't think they enjoy it any
more than the players when
they are shoved and pushed like
that."
He said his criticisms were not
an excuse for defeat.
-I lost because I hit a few
bad shots. But when you are
getting a little tired you like to
By MIKE BRANDON
,.be able to walk down the
Last season Coach Kayo Willis'
fairway and get ready for the
next shot I couldn't do that Murray State freshman team had
because we were being pushed the best record in the nation, and
with practice beginning Monday,
and shoved around."
Nicklaus, whom the oddsmen Willis is hoping for a repeat of
favored
5-2
against
rank last season.
Willis will have four fine freshoutsider Liang Huan Lu of
Taiwan, had to put up one of
his hardest fights to stay in the
running.
-Big Jack," the blond belter,
was taken to the next to last
MAGIC TRI
hole before wrapping up the 36BOWLING LEAGUE
hole match 2 and 1.
L
TEAM
A(
Nicklaus today meets Coles, Ezell Beauty School
(5 5
13 7
37, a veteran of this course ponnsonsGrOcery
HCA
13 7
whose figures Thursday were Murray Insurance
12 a
10' 2 9'
the best of any, a four-under 70 Murray Muffler
siooses
10 10
over the 6,997-yard layout
of Murray
10 10

Cross Country Team
To Open Home Slate

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

MSU Frosh Cage Practice
To Open Monday Afternoon

man recruits to build the team
around. Ronnie Redmon, a 6-6
forward from Valley High School
near Louisville, averaged 23.5
points per game for his team last
season. Redmon, who was chosen
to play on the Kentucky team in
the Kentucky-Indiana all-star
game, pulled down an average of
15 rebounds during his senior
year with Valley High.
T. C. Jamison, a 6-6 forwardcenter from South Bend, Indiana,
led his high school team to
regional and sectional championships last season. Jamison
averaged 18 points and 14
rebounds per game. Assistant
coach Fred Overton said, "T. C.
has a great attitude, is a fierce
competitor, a good jumper and
ys Restaurant
9
,
7 10
Owens Food Marie'
5 15 rebounder and is extremely
Kroger
2 18
quick." Jamison is also an outHigh Team Game (SC)
standing shooter.
Ezell Beauty School
778
Roosevelt High School of Gary,
Ezell Beauty School
735
Johnsons Grocery
730 Indiana, is the alma mater of 6-6
High Team Game ( NC)
forward Michael Coleman.
Ezel Is Beauty School
909
'Ezells Beauty School
9‘I6 Coleman averaged 26.7 points
Johnsons Grocery
942 and 12.6 rebounds per game last
High Team Series (SC)
season Coleman sat a northern
Ezell Beauty School
21
73
By RMYAL BRIGHTBILL Johnsons Grocery
2071 Indiana record by scoring 57
CHARLOTTE. NC. (UPI) — Jerrys Restaurant
1 885
I ints last season in a geme.
High Team Series (MC)
The Romanian team captain
East Chicago Washington was
Ezell Beauty School
2006
predicts today's first round Johnsons Grocery
2707
state champions of Indiana
likely will foretell the outcome
year. One of the reasons was
Murray Insurance
2691
of the 1972 Davis Cup challenge
High Ind. Game (SC)
guard Darnell Adel. Adell
round.
Wanda Nance
195 veraged 13 points per game
for
181
American Stan Smith and Mildred Hodge
team last year. Adell is an
Joyce Harper
176
Romanian Wm Nastase were
High Intl Game (NC)
ts-tanding ballhandler and a
paired for the first round Joyce Harper
n5
dly shot from outside
Wanda Nance
223
singles event, the best each Mildred Hodge
Last year the Racer freshman
223
team has to offer, and both
was ratilecT-Siath in the
214
sides seemed pleased to get this Kay Doran
tion, among such powers as
High Ind Series (SC)
match over with
Wanda Nance
CLA. Houston, Maryland, and
502
Mildred Hodge
477 Bradley. The young
Racers won
"They have to meet and they Isabel Parks
449
21 games without a loss. This
High Ind Series (HC)
might as well meet and get it
Mildred
603 year Willis has expanded the
over with," said non-playing Isabel Hodge
Parks
602
schedule to 23 games. The Racers
U.S. Team Captain Ed Turville. Kay Doran
592
will be playing such schools as
High Averages
Nastage, lean and long- Marilyn Parks
165 the University of
Louisville.
Nance
160
haired. has met the six-four, Wanda
Betty Riley
154 Southern Illinois University, Oral
blond Smith five times in the Betty Dixon
144 Roberts
University,
the
144
past, winning four and losing Mildred Hodge
University of Evansville and
Leta Norsworthy
140
once in match point
Kentucky Wesleyan.
Kentucky Lake
"I am looking forward to
"Right now, I'm in pretty
Bowling League
another great season,'' Willis
good shape." said Smith. "I TEAM
think if I play well the first Murray Auto Parts
13 3 said. -We have the potential for
Of Omaha
12 14 another great ballclub. Hoepfully
day, then the fourth game may Mutual
Corvette Lanes
11 5
be able to clinch it against L,ndsey's
Murray
11 5 young men such as
iabrichester Pr,rit nc
11 5 High's Steve Hale and Calloway
(Ion) Tinac "
Fenton & Hodge
10 6
ty's Pete Roney will be
Moose
No 2
10 6
"I like to play against CaesarLodge
owing up for tryouts Monday. I
"S
8' 2 7' 2
Stanley, even if I lose." said Ail Jersey
7 9
tend the invitation to other
lerry'S
7 9
Nastase
1 athletes who want to be part
State Farm insurance
3' 2 1 2' 2
Colonial Bread
3 13 of the effort to make the people
Frank Froehling and Tirtac Paloce Dr.ve In
3 13 proud of the Murray
State
2 14
were paired in the second Moose Lgdge Mo_1
High Team Game (SC)
University freshman team,"
singles event by the drawing
S
924 Willis concluded.
held Thursday. In singles nriSee
919
Anyone interested in tryouts
Yotual of Of
,
ara
896
matches on Sunday, Smith will
High Team Game (NC)
should report to Room 101 of the
play Tiriac and Froehlmg will
f090 Carr Health Building Monday at 3
1047
face Nastase for the final
of
p.m.
1009
match in the best of five event.
High Team Series (SC)

q/fr
0
.4.54/
P1
"ICEA
/
SUNDAY-MONDAY
LADIES

PANTY HOSE

BOWLING
STANDINGS

tr

Davis Cup
Competition
Gets Underway

Vuf,J4 of rj,
2552
The doubles match was to be jPrr
25.43
L nOSei 5
253 1
announced later today
High Team Series (HC)
L ,r05Pi
3014
,
Tiriac,' 32, the oldest player in Jerry,
2912
Moose Lodge No
290!
the matth, announced through
High Ind Game (SCI
Romanian Team Captain Stefan Char I e Harcirovri
243
PagSdalri
Georgescu that he will retire Pau,
234
;riff Hensir
227
222
from tennis after the tourHigh Ind Game (HC)
Chart,e Hargrove
nament
178
Paul Pagsdaii.
254
f Het1Pf
250
Georgesco
said
my
-in
High Ind Series (SCI
opinion, the result of the first Jeff Heher
631
day will determine the result of Char. Hargrove
610
Dan Jones
582
the tournament."
Hugh Ind Series IHCI
oCtiarirri Haroroe
715
Nastase, wearing a constant Jeff HehPr
7010
smile, pointed to Smith at one Dave F°""
High A verages
point Thursday and said ''he's Dan Jones.. '
184
• --lartIfir-thir
1ta
Pi""'""r"
"
"-T1RITT-Willt-4
Charles Ch
179.
to play superman
T C Hargrove
175
Jeff Heller
,78

MEXICO CITY (UPI) —
World bantamweight champion
Ruben Olivares left Mexico City
Thursday for Japan where he
will defend his title on Oct 25
against Katzuyoshi Kanazawa.
It will be his first title defense
since he won the crown in May
NAMES SERIES UMPIRES
NEW YORK (UPD —Commissioner Bowie Kuhn Thursday named six umpires to work
the World Series opening in
Baltimore Saturday. They are
Nestor Chylark, John Rise and
Jon Odum of the American
;ague and EirSatol, Ed Vargo
and John Kibler of the National
League

October 10th & 11th

300

Mum-Stripe Woven

BLANKET
-

100

Amplon
Nylon
Panty Hose
shapes itself to your figure for
Perfect
fit. Buy at special
sale price today.

111 't,Nfl‘‘

REG. 3.22

Perri-a na pped• to reduce shedding and
Peeling. 50/50 polyester/rayon. 72" x 90"
3" nylon binding. Blue, Flame or Gold.

DORN HAIR SPRAY
13-Ounce Size
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Other IN
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get underw
with a shoti
18 holes wit
today and
Saturday.

Individual
first six toui
Larry Ringe
Schonhoff,
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Louisiana, 1
Northeast
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TerthesSee,
Jim Atkins,
1970.
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Invitational t
and Murray
championshij
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Murray wil
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consisting of(
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Celano, Wally
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Buckingham,
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Regular or Hard to Hold
LIMIT 1

17:

Tegrin Shampoo

We Have
)
NgW
.
ECONOMY SILE..

t.itPOO

"For
Severe
Dandruff"

11111.111M011111.1

El

no more
tangles

12 oz. size

Chocolate Covered

CHERRIES

PLAY-DOH

45 RPM RECORDS

10-Ounce
--olio

7

, ('ortina

ROOK
/J,CARDS

441/21
woo mia

--, ii•S

:::::s— --- -- .
:
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Compare at
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Milk or Dark Chocolate
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F°13100
LIMIT 2
America's favorite modeling
compound.

2,0R1
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00
Rep. 770
Each
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Sunday 1:00 - 6 p.m.

BANKAMERICARD

Acres of Free Parking Phone 754-8777
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Racers To Try To Get Back
On Winning Road At Martin

FRIDAY-OCTOBER 8, 1971

The Series

Murray State's Racers will try
to break a two-game
losing : they have been impressive in
streak Saturday at U-T Martin defeat. Their first losl was to
but beating the Pacers appears powerhouse McNeese State, 2420, and the second to Tennessee
quite a chore.
Although the Pacers, as Tech, 10-7, who beat Murray 28-3.
Murray, have won only their
Most impressive credential for
first
game and lost their next
two, the Pacers, however, is a 28-0 win
over Middle Tennessee, who beat
OVC favorite Morehead in its
next game.

McNally And Ellis To Square
Mixed Best Off In World Series Opener

the cast for his dislocated elbow
but still out of action for some
time; linebacker Jay Waddle out
they're all the same as far as
for the season after surgery on a
By JERRY FOX
still is nursing a sore elbow.
arms go."
knee injury; linebacker E. W
BALTIMORE (UPI) -BaltiDan Decides Tomorrow
Baltimore hit four homers off
Dennison out indefinitely with a
more Orioles Manager Earl "I'm going with Ellis unless
bad knee; end Glenn Fausey,
Weaver, who usually goes with the elbow proves too sore for Oakland's Hunter in the second
tailback Fisher, fullback George
percentages, appeared to defy him," Pirates Manager Danny game of the American League
Greenfield, tackle Rick Cox, tight The New Providence Riding
them when he named southpaw Murtaugh said Thursday. "I playoffs.
Weaver also believes his
end Neal Evelyn, and quar- Club won the six foot tall
A mixed best ball tournament Dave McNally to open the World should know for sure Friday." lineup packs as much punch as
Series Saturday against the Murtaugh did not say wheMurray Coach Bill Furgerson terback Steve Traynham back in traveling trophy at the annual will be
held at the Oaks Country
Pittsburgh's, noting the Orioles
Pittsburgh Pirates ace Dock there he would start
notes that Martin has 43 let- action but still feeling effects of West Kentucky Horseman's Club on
lefthanded hit 158 homers compared to 154
Sunday, October 10,
their
injuries.
Associati
Tournam
on
ent
held
last
termen back from last season,
hitters Al Oliver and Richie for the Pirates
according to an announcement by
this year.
has great size, three players on Jim McPeake, moved from Saturday at the Wranglers club
Heber, whose home runs beat San
The
officials.
Pirates
have
a
Against Ellis, Weaver proba39-19
defensive
end to plug the middle Riding Club in Calloway County.
pro check lists, a bevy of outrecord against left handers this Francisco in the pennant clincher bly will start lefthanders Ellie
standing running backs, and has linebacking home left by the Each year at the close of the The announcement
also season.
Wednesday.
injuries
to
Head
and
Waddle,
riding
season
will
the ten clubs who reminded club members that the
not been blitzed by injuries as
"I'll make that decision Hendricks behind the plate and
"After
the
World
Series,
I'll
Don Buford in the outfield. He
be
at
the
same spot this week. make up the WKHA compete for annual awards dinner of the club
have his Racers.
Saturda
y morning," Murtaugh platoons
explain why," Weaver said. "If
Hendricks with Andy
One
outside
linebacki
spot
ng
will
the
trophy.lf
large
one
club
wins
will
be
held
Murray State's Invitational Golf The
at the Holiday Inn on we
win, then it will make said.
Pacers have averaged 295 be filled by Billy Fryer who had the trophy three years
Etchebarren and Buford with
in a row, Friday, November 12, at 6:30
Tournament this weekend at
The
possibilit
y
of
keeping either Mery Rettenmund
yards total offense and held 13 tackles and 7 assists against that club
sense."
or
gets to keep it per- p.m.
Calloway County Country Club
opponents to 186. The Racers Morehead, and the other by Dean manently
"I talked with the two scouts, Hebner and Oliver on the bench Paul Blair.
.
will be the three schools that have
may
have
been
the
reason
have averaged 274 but have given Flanary.
Pairings and tee off times of Jim Russo and Walter Youse,
First baseman Boog Powell is
won all six of the previous
up 373 to opponents. Leading Traynham will start at quar- The Providence club last year the mixed best ball are as and we came with just as Weaver elected to go with the only questioable starter.
•
tournaments.
McNally.
many, if not more, reasons to
rusher for the Pacers is tailback terback. Freshman QB Tom won for the third time in a row follows:
Troubled with hand and wrist
Murray won the initial tour
pitch a lefthander as a Murtaugh also did not dis- injuries this year, Powell reNate Holmes with 235 yards. Pandolfi, who threw touchdown and received the traveling
NUMBER
ONE
TEE
nament at Kentucky Dam in 1'
close
his
pitchers
trophy,
marks
for
the
and
the
second injured his right wrist sliding
this year
Murray's tailback Rick Fisher passes of 70 and 61 yards against
1 p.m.--Roy Cothran, Ken righthander," Weaver said.
and last year. Middle Tenne
has 298. Pacer quarterback Kelly Morehead, has been elevated to fourth year in a row the Adams, Tom Mohon, Bobbie
McNally, 21-5 for the season, and third games.
Sunday, but he hit a pair of
won in 1967 and 1969, and Nor
Dobson in Bullpen
135-69 lifetime, has completely
Coker has completed 32 of 70 the No.1 spot. Wide receiver Providence club has,in the Buchanan, Patsy Neale.
homers against Oakland the
theast won in 1968 and the las
Weaver
has
righthand
show.
troph
was 1:06-Jeff Foote, Norman
A ne'w
er Jim next day.
passes for 331 yards and 2 touch- Scotty Crump who caught
Lane, recovered from a sore arm Palmer
tournament held in the spring
going Sunday and lefty
downs. Murray's leading passer, Pandolfi's 70-yarder will start as awarded this year -teethe start of Don Grogan, Billy Roberts, which sidelined him for more
"I plan to start him, but I
1269.
than a month this summer. Mike Cuellar starting the third don't know if he can go nine
Garnet Scott, has completed 23 of will fullback Greenfield who had a new three year period.
Burlene Brewer.'
game.
The
team's
fourth
Bobby
J. T. Todd and
20- innings," Weaver said. Powell
Other participants will be 49 for 244 yards and 1 TD. Wide a run of 57 yards last Saturday.
1:12--John .White, Macon Ellis, 19-9 and 49-41 lifetime,
game winner, Pat Dobson, or
Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech, receiver Dana Witten has caught Saturday's game will be the Spiceland, president and vice Blankenship, Jim Neale, Mabel
skipped batting practice ThursMcNally will pitch the fourth day so
Western Kentucky, Illinois 13 passes for the Pacers. Jeff first between Murray and UTM president of the club for the past Rogers, Della Boggess.
he could get a fresh
PADRES SIGN GOMEZ
game.
Dobson
expresse
will
season,
riding
their
be
d
in the batch of X-rays taken.
Votaw has caught 9 for Murray. since 1968 when the two tied 10-10.
1:18-Dennis Clymer, T. C.
Site,, and UT-Martin.
thanks to all the members who Collie, Jr. Story,
Latest Murray injury report Murray leads the series 4-3-1.
SAN DIEGO (UPI) -Mana- bullpen this weekend.
The 54-hole tournament will
Weaver planned to announce
Mary Alice
ger Preston Gomez was signed Weaver, however, is prepared his starting Lineup this afterget underway at 8 a.m. today s linebacker Frank Head out of
Game time will be 7:30 p.m. hauled and rode the horses to Smith, Carolyn Lane.
help the club win the event.
with a shotgun start. The second
1:24-Mickey Boggess, James for another season by the San to change his strategy. "I can noon. Murtaugh will wait until
18 holes will begin at 1:30 p.m. Pro Grid Roundup
Ward, Stan Outland,Laura Diego Padres Thursday. All his get five lefties into the series if Saturday morning to reveal his
coaches were also retained lefties prove successful or I can lineup.
today and the third at 8 a.m.
Parker, Polly Seale.
Saturday.
1:30-Ira Lee Story, Jim Bryan, although Don Zimmer, a coach go with righthanders."
"frit Ideas_ They just come
Billy Morton, Toopie Thomas at Montreal this year, was A glance at the statYstre's to me," Murtaugh said. He has
Individual champions of the
matchup been
added to the staff so Bob makes the easy
Emma Lou Story.
platooning
Oliver
in
first six tournaments have been
Skinner can devote his full-time appear to be the Pirates' centerfield with Gene Clines
Larry Ringer. Murray, 1966; Jim
hitting
against the Orioles' and Heber
NUMBER TEN TEE
duty to coach batting.
at third base with
Schonhoff, Southern Illinois,
superior pitching.
1,8:00 p.m.-Torrirny Goodwin,
Jose Pagan.
1967; Rick Hyland, Northeast
Pittsburgh finished the reguAmos Tackett, Marvin Harris,
The Orioles planned a brief
Louisiana, 1968; Terry Peddy,
Mike Morgan, Sue McDougal. SHAYNE SEEKING RICHARD lar season with a .274 team morning workout. The Pirates,
By BILL MADDEN
ning its opening four games for Harraway and Brown combined
Northeast Louisiana, in the
1:06-Bobby Fike, Wally Ford, MINEOLA, N.Y. (UPI) -Neil average, compared with Balti- who are used to
UPI Sports Writer .
the smooth
the first time since 1943.
spring of 1969;Jeff Riley, Middle
for 192 yards rushing.
Hillard Rogers, Allan Rose, Neti Shayne, the owner of the New more's .261.
They
artificial turf on their own
all
laughed
when
In other National Conference( The Oilers, who also are Tackett.
Terthes,Th the fall Of 1969, ana
Oriole
pitchers compiled an
York franchise in the propo' *
Three Rivers Stadium and other
Jim Atkins, Middle Tennessee, George Allen began trading off games, Detroit is a 10-point operating under a new coach in
1:12--Jim White, Delmar World Hockey Association, said earned run average of 2.99 NL parks, get their first look at
all his draft choices for aging favorite over
1970.
Green Bay, San Ed Hughes, have got off slowly Brewer, Jerry
while
the
Pirates'
hurlers
Hopkins, Doris Thursday he hopes to get
the rough Memorial Stadium
Likely favorites for the tour- veterans last spring when Francisco nine over Los after being tabbed in pre-season Rose, Helga
former Montreal hero Maurice finished with a 3.31 E.R.A. .
Foote.
sod, chewecl p trr two rainy
nament will be Middle Ten- George became the new coach Angeles, Atlanta six over St. as one of the most improved
1:18-Chester Thomas, Purdom "Rocket" Richard to coach the Weaver respects the Pirates' football genes this afternoon.
of the Washington Redskins.
Louis, Minnesota
nessee who won the Sewanee
17
over teams in the American Confer- Lovett, R. B. Morgan, Dorothy team. He said
And,
he's offered mound corps. "They got pretty
they
The Pirates flew in to
all
laughed
when
Philadelphia, Chicago seven ence.
Invitational this fall by 17 strokes
Fike,
Richard
Judy
Clymer.
the
job
and the good pitching," he said. "Any Baltimore Thursday afternoon.
Allen
said
"the future is now." over New Orleans, and Dallas Houston's offense
and Murray who has all its OVC
has had
1:24-J. P. Parker, Bill Seale, Rocket's is "thinking it over." of their starters is in the same They were greeted by Roberto
championship team of last year There were jokes about 'old 14 over the New York Giants on trouble getting untracked be- Ed Morton,
Hunter).(
Molly Jones, Sue The league hopes to start action class with Catfish
George
Clemente's brother-in-law, a
up
to
his
old
tricks'
Monday night.
back this season.
hind quarterback Charley John- Outland.
He's got better control and five-year-old
in the 1972-73 season.
trading away all his draft
girl and her
son.
Johnson
is
ranked
changes speeds better but father.
12th
Murray will enter two teams in choices in a mad scramble to In the AFC, the New York
among AFC passers while the
the tournament, a Blue team rehabilitate the hapless Red- Jets are seven over New
Oilers' top receiver in preconsisting of Chris Pigott, Vernon skins. The experts laughed and England, Baltimore 10 over
season, Charley Joiner, is
Marcoullier, Mike Reitz, Paul said the only way to win in the Buffalo, Oakland eight over
unranked altogether. In the
Celano, Wally Young,and Johnny National Football League is to Denver, Kansas City nine over
rushing
department, nelthe
Quertermous, and a Gold team of draft wisely and build with San Diego, Cleveland six over
Campbell
nor
Joe
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati and Woody
Wayne
McGowan,
David youth.
Dawkins hays been able to
Buckingham, John Storms, Mike But after three weeks of play, Miami are rated even.
Hoyle, Richard Trampe, and the Redskins stand alone as the Allen's veteran-infused de- crack the leaders.
It's still early and as the
Mike Deaton.
only unbeaten team in the NFL fense which includes newcomseason
draws
on, Allen's
and guess who's having the last ers Verlon Biggs, Diron TalTrophies will be awarded to the
veterans
may
begin to tire and
bert,
Maxi
Baughan, Richie
laugh,. Allen will take his
first three team finishers and the
fade. But right now Washington
rebuilt 'Skins after victory No. Petibone, Jack Pardee and Ron
first three individuals.
sits atop the NFC East and
4 Sunday in a home encounter McDole will be making its
Murray coach and toureven
the experts are harddebut
in
front
of the Washingnament manager Buddy Hewitt with the Houston Oilers (0-2-1).
pressed to dispel the fact that,
Only a mental letdown after ton fans as will BW Kilmer on
reports the Calloway County
"the future is now."
last week's stunning win over offense, who has performed
course is in great shape for the
admirabl
y
in
place of the
he Cowboys in Dallas could
tournamanet.
prevent Washington from win- injured Sonny Jurgensen at NETS DROP OGDEN
1200 Sport Coupe
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (UPI quarterback.
Washington also boasts one of The New York Nets reduced
the best 1-2 running attacks in their roster to 14 players
the NFL with Larry Brown and Thursday by cutting former
Charley Harraway. Last week Santa Clara forward
Bud
Phone 753-127z
fas
against Dallas (which had Ogden. The Nets have to cut
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
previously allowed only 98 two more players before the
We Have It— We Will Get It
It Can't Be Bad
ground yards in two games), season opens on Oct. 15.

Providence
Club Winner
Of WKHA Show

MSU Golf
Tourney
'Underway

Ball Set At
Oaks Sunday

Allen And Redskins Go After
Victory No. 4 At Home Sunday

Why our fastback has the
last laugh on its competitors:

WALLIS DRUG

EAT SOMETHING NEW!

(AND DELICIOUS)

pATSV

DIP-A-ONES
CHESTNUT ST.

MURRAY, KY.

DIP-A-ONE
FEATURING

WITH

OVEN HOT HOMEMADE BREAD
-"

DIPS
"DIP-A-ONE-

Sutt

Pizza Dip ... 39c
Ham Fondue.. 49c
Sloppy Joe .. 49c
Roast Beef &
Gravy .... 59c
Sausage &
Cream Gravy 59^
Ph-)ne: 753-681 I

SA LADS
Slaw
20c
Fruit Salad ... 20c
DRINKS
Pepsi-7-Up-Or aige 15-25c
Coffee
15c
Milk
15c
Shakes
35c

WITH

"ONES"
Fresh Churned
Butter .... 23c
Butter N'Jelly. 29c
Melted Cheese. 33c
Hamburger
(Cheeseno extra)... 40c
Short Burger.. 23 c

'ENE.IL
It's no gag. T.E.E. H.E.E. has made
our fastback what it is today. Mod.
Economical as all get-out. The best
deal in today's market.
T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for Technical
Engineering Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
T.E.E. refers to a car body welded
into a single steel unit. No rattle.
Longer wear. It refers to standard
equipment like a high -cam engine

OPEN DAILY
I 0:00 A.M. - I I P.M.

miles-per-gallon) and
safety front disc brakes.
H.E.E. refers to such standard
equipment as a fold-down back seat,
reclining front buckets, tinted glass
and whitewalls.
See the Small Car Expert, your
Datsun dealer. He'll give you a lot of
value for your dough.
No joke.
Drive a Datsun. then.decide

BATSON
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

"One"

DESSERTS
Frozen Brownie Stick 15c
Hot Cherry Cobbler.. 25c

(expect up to 30

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
*. Om Evenings

•-•

So. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

S.
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God's message to the elders and they in turn to the people.
Without• any hesitation the people cheerfully, readily, and
wholeheartedly ledged themselves to do what God through
LOUISVILLE, Ky.- - For sixMoses had commanded them.Their ratification of the covenant
The youths tried their hands at that they don't usually ex- polio victim himself since the age
was prompt and commendable. The people said: "All that the year-old Jeffrey Chasteen, of softball, basketball and frisbee nerience."
241.
Louisville, and some 100 Ken"The olympics also serve to
Lord hath spoken we will do."
"The olympics do a lot for
tucky youths, the olympu games throws. They sped through 14-and
GOD'S CHILDREN ARE PRIESTS - - 1 PETER 2:9-10
show these children that they and Kentucky's handicapped youth,"
30
-yard
wheelchai
r
races
and
"biggest
the
event of the
One of the graat doctrines of the Christian faith is the priesthood are
spoon and potato races. They their handicaps are not to be he added. "It makes them proud
of believers in Christ. It is both obvious and noteworthy that the year."
hidden," said Bob Krichdorfer, of the many feats they can and do
and his peers, however, darted through a unique obstacle
Jeff
title of "priest" is conferred upon every believer in Christ. The
co-chairman of the event, and a accomplish."
course
and
participa
ted
in
thinking
not
of
the olympics
Christian is a priest by virtue of having been saved by Christ. All are
numerous other special events.
as the famed international
of
whom
us
Christ
redeemed
has
and
saved
The olympics were started in
are
permitted
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
and sporting events held in Mexico or
enabled to share in the continuing work of the Lord by offering
1970
as an annual event to give
ourselves in lovintasedience to Him and in loving service to our Japan.
Kentucky's handicapped
GOD CREATES A COMMUNITY
Jeff,
confined
To
to
a
fellowrnen Li- Him.
God protected the children of Israel from the plagues, provided
wheelchair, and other youths youngsters special activities to
The office of a priest is not earned by man, but is a gift of God's
for them the basic needs of water, food, and protection from their
similar physical limitations, look forward to, according to
with
enemies, provided a great leader for them in the person of Moses, grace. The birth from above qualifies one for the royal priesthood. the games are the Kentucky Willie Lesshafft, recreation
Whatever of dignity, privilege, power, and responsibility there
delivered them from bondage in Egypt, chose them for a specific
Olympics for Handicapped supervisor for the handicapped.
may be in the royal priesthood, we must remember that it belongs
-Through participating in the
purpose, and guided them by a pillar of cloud or of fire.
Children, recently held at the Sun
1971 Oldsmobile Toronado, all power and ac.
to all believers in Christ and not merely to some of them.
games, these youths show
GOD'S COVENANT WAS OFFERED - - EXODUS 19:1-6
Valley
Communit
y
Center
*in
3,888 miles.
The functions of the royal priesthood may be summarized in
parents,
Three months after the Israelites had left Egypt, they arrived
friends
and one another
southwestern Jefferson County.
three
words
sacrifice,
intercessi
what
on,
and benediction. We are
at that awe-inspiring mountain called Sanai. God summoned
physical feats they can
The unique 'olympics" were
challenged to present ourselves as a living sacrifice unto God.
Moses into His presence on Moon • Sinai , and there assured him
1971 Pontiac Grand Prix, all power and air, vitly1
As sponsored by the Louisville accomplish," he said.
members of the priesthood we come into God's presence, bringing
that He had great and numerous blessings in store for the children
And for the participants, like
roof, 9,000 miles.
Metropoli
tan
Parks
and
our gratitude, praises, and worship; also interceding with Him
of Israel, provided they would obey Him. God charged Moses, the
Recreation Board, Buechel-Fern Jeff, who won both the 15-yard
and
others.
By
the
grace
of God we are to live, speak, and act in
mediator between God and His chosen people, to inform the'
wheelchair and obstacle course
1969 Pontiac Ventura, 4 door hardtop, power and
Jaycees
and
the
such a manner as to be a blessing to others. God is seeking wor- Creek
• people that if they were disobedient to Him they would not have
Recreation for the Handicapped races, competing in the events is
air, vinyl roof, brand new tires.
shipers, workers, and witnesses. With our lips and our lives we
any right to claim or to expect His blessings upon them. Coma serious matter.
Committee.
can
proclaim
the
wonders of His redeeming love to those who
pliance with the divine will cbnstituted the basis upon which they
"I just knew I'd win," Jeff
They were designed to provide
have never known Christ as their Savior. As priests, we go forth to
1969 Dodge 440, power and air, vinyl roof.
might become the recipients of His blessings.
Kentucky's physically - boasted. "I placed second last
represent the Lord and to convey His mind to others.
God commanded Moses to remind the people of His coming to
year." Jeff is a first-grader at the
handicapp
children
ed
with two
What a wonderful opportunity of being interpreters of God's will
them in their slavery and helplessness, and swiftly delivering
Cerebral Palsy School of
1968 Cadillac Sedan Deville, power and air, vinyl
to men! The open doors and broad highways of opportunity call days of specially-designed fun Louisville.
them and bringing them into an actual covenant relationship with
activitiesroof.
and
offering
them
a
for our very best efforts to proclaim the gospel of Christ to all who
Him. His covenant with them was both a pledge to sustain and to
"He'd been practicing in the
rare opportunity to compete in
need
Him
as
their
Savior.
Let us live in such a manner as to
protect them, and a challenge to them to be faithful in their
back yard with his father for
exhibit in character, word, and deed the excellencies, glories, sports and games.
1968 Oldsmobile Delta, 4 door, power and air.
obedience to Him. In this regard they were favored far more
some time," Jeff's mother, Mrs.
compete
And
they
did-c
erebral
wonders, and grandeurs of the Lord. Out of the gladness and
highly than any others. Because love is a much greater motive for
Oliver Chasteen noted. -His
palsy
victims,
multiplegratitude of our hearts for the salvation which we have received
action than anything else, God reminded the people of how He had
father would time him as he went
1967 Pontiac Catalina, station wagon, power and
from Christ, we should praise Hinkto the very limit of our ability. handicapped, amputees and the through his paces
provided food and drink for them when they were facing death
in his
air.
alike,
deaf
ranging..i
n
,
age
from
Exercising 'continuing trust in the Lord, let us manifest His
from starvation and thirst, lovingly and tenderly exercising
wheelchair."
about 6 to 20.
•
righteous
ness
in
our
conduct
before those who do not know Him as
painstaking care over them in a mannerJar surpassing the eagles
First, second and third-place
Reassure em
1966 Cadillac Sedan Deville, power and air.
Savior.
which bear the eaglets on their wing. Consequently, they were
winners like Jeff received medals
.RI WIIESTER (UPI)
Parobligated to do their part by exercising a redemptive ministry in
for their athletic prowess and
ents of college freshmen can
the world, out of appreciation to Him Who had done so much for
1966 Pontiac Catalina, 2 door hardtop, power and
hell, the students by letting medallions were given to all
them. There were two sides to the covenant, namely, what God
air.
them know they can stumble - youths who compete in the
would do and what the people Would do.
contests.
School board members and School Boards Associttion change career plans or get a
GOD'S COVENANT WAS ACCEPTED -. EXODUS 19:7-8
Both Mr. and Mrs. Chasteen
had grade - without losing
administrators from 17 area KSBA).
1966 Pontiac Cutlass Supreme 4 door hardtop,
After God declared His ownership of all the earth, revealed that
were typical of other parents in
school districts will gather at First Region Chairman Bill fai c. advises Arthur S. Goldpower and air, vinyl roof.
He had chosen the Israelites for a specific ministry, and made it
praising
the
worth of the olyrnbeu, associate dean of the
known that He expected them to respond with a cheerful and Lake Barkley State Park on Oct. Peak, a member of the Mayfield
pies.
nisersity
Rochester
of
's
Cot.
ready obedience, Moses descended the mountain and conveyed 12 for the annual meeging of the Board of Education, will preside le" if krts and Sciences.
"These children certainly live
1966 Ford Fairiane, station wagon, power
First Region of the Kentucky at the dinner meeting, scheduled
"Fears of parental anger and all year for this event," Mrs.
steering and air.
for 7 p.m. at the park's lodge. di,atipointment are very
real," Chasteen said. "It helps them
Dr. Donald L. Wight, chairman acc•oriling to Goldberg. "Stud- feel like normal children.
It inof the Crittenden County school ents perceive the college exper- creases their independence
1965 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door, power and air.
and
board, is vice chairman of the ience as a test of their worth as gives them something
exciting
region, and Mayfield Supt. Don human beings, and It•ar that
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, October 8, 9, 10
1965 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door power and air.
Sparks is regional secretary. M. an -tumbling or sign of indeciFOR CORRECT
H. Ryan,chairman of the Murray
in -tiggests they are not
school board, is a member of the worth &er‘ nitH h.
Brand New 1971 Pontiacs
state association's ExecutiVe
Going
at Bargain Prices,
if- Includes /
1
2 'Chicken, Broasted Potato, Cole Slaw, Rolls, Butter & Honey Committee.
DAY OR NIGH
while They Last.
:E
KSBA State President Scott C.
-=
Also Serving Ky. Catfish, Seafoods, Steaks and Country Ham
Detrick, a member of the,
Louisville Board of Education.
Coo.,ice
will speak on the mutual concerns of school boards throughout
Kentucky.
of
Vocational
special
and
Main Street
(Only Open On Fri., Sat, Sun.)
Murr:ey. Kentucky
education, public kindergartens., Phone 753-9999
Phone 436-5496
year-round schools, personnel!
New Concord, Ky.
M•
•111M OM • M. Mill••4•11 ••••• M.. MD•
•I•••
4•1.1m. Om in am. as•
MIN MIS
relations, teacher salareis and
••••• •••• wm.
MIN .1=0
41=I• •••••
al••
ono .O•mi. mm.
'.V
'
1
"S Kr= WIT WEIIV= r.r==•?...
school finance will be discussed Ill r
by the board members as they
prepare for the 1972 session of the
Kentucky General Assembly.
KSBA President Detrick,
KSBA Director at Large Ryan,
Hours: 9-9 Mon. thru Sat
KSBA Exective Director Maurice
II I
1-6 Sunday
D. Bement and KSBA Legislative III
Agent J. T. Clifton will lead the
Phone 753-8304
discussion. Also on the agenda Ill
will be the eldction of regional
III
officers for 1972.
• •
KSBA
is
a
statewide III
organization of local boards of
PAPER -MATE
..
education, founded in 1936 to
III
work with and through public III
FOR UPSET STOMACH
Power
school boards to improve
III
educational opportunities for
Point
Kentucky's schoolchildren. Its
Writes
at
II
state offices are in Lexington.
III
Attending the regional • •
Any
meeting will be board members Ill
Ii
Angle
and administrators from the III
II
school districts of Ballard,
III
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
hil
Crittenden, 'Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, III
Marshall, McCracken and Trigg
Counties, and the independent ill
school districts of Fulton, III
II
Mayfield. Murray and Paducah.
II
Ill
III
NO MIX DANDRUFF RINSE II
Ile
8-ounce Size
III
II
POW In 12
Ill
Regular
The aftermath of fire too often
II
permanent dr,
emotionallyIll
co,ot mks On,y D)&
leaves the elderly as a tragic
Morita(010rS
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Special Olympics Highlight Of Year For Handicapped Children

Sunday
School
Lesson

Worship Se

Evening wt

Emm

Morning Wi
Evening WI

Morning Wi
Evening Wi

Morning Wi

Evening Wi

1
Morning Wi
Evening WI

Morning W
Evening W

Si
Morning W
Evening W

Morning W
Evening W

Morning W
Evening W

Morning W
Evening W

Morning W
Evening W

Ki

Morning WI
Evening Wi

Mel
Morning Wi
Evening We

School Boards To Meet

New Mt.
Morning Wi
Evening

V
Morning Wi
Evening Wi

Morning Wi
Evening Wi

* SPECIAL *

Morning Wc
Evening We

•.

Broasted Chicken Dinner —_$1.49

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

MURRAY
MUFFLER

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Si
Morning Wi
Evening We

DIAL

Evening

753-6363

PLUPLI:S HANK

SERVICE

5
Morning

Sanders-Purdom

Ch
.

Fil
Worship Ser
m

Muri
Worship Serv,

Boo/

Bel Air Shopping
Center

GET THE FACTS!

111S11111

111111; (TITERS

PEPTo

BISMOL

* PENS *

RINSE AWAY

HEAR . . .
Lt Gov.

WENDELL FORD

Democratic Nominee for Governor of Kentucky
in the November 2 General Election
CAMPAIGN FUND RAISING DINNER

Waterfield Student Union Building

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Thursday, October 14 - 7 p.m.
Tickets: $10 a couple for non -students
$1 each fdr'sludents
Paid Pol itical -Adv.& isernent

Fire Rules
for the Aged

1 1.09

statistic. This can be prevented.
however, If they are made aware
of a few brief rules to follow.
• First of all, the aged should
be familiar with all exits and
know two plans of escape If
possible, they should' sleep on
the first floor or near an easy

One of the greatest individual
performances ever seen on the
nation's gridirons took place in
Lexington in 1914 as Jim Park,
Later active in map.'leaOkie
baseball and politics, passed for
five TDs and personally scored
five more in an 81-3 romp of
Harlhani.

621 So

41

VI A

r

MI

Cain
Am baS
FIVe

Points

Car
YOU
1105 Pogt

Coloni
A Choic

Hwy 641

Col
BOWL
1415 Mair

Value

Free
HEATING

It
II
It

ONE A DAY.

way out.
• All stairways should be clear
of objects to prevent falling
• They should be instructed
never to smoke while in bed.
• The elderly should wear firesafe clothing when around an
open flame
• They .should have easy access
to a telephone, with emergency
numbers at hand.
• Appropriate fire extinguishers.
Listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, should be within reach.
and the aged shoid_lii-iTe shown
how to use them.
They can also help themselves
by planning ahead others can
help by developing emergency
plans for them

Edwin
COMME R

MULTIPLE VITAMINSVITAMINS
FOR CONTINUED GOOD HEALTH!
We Have All Sizes
REGULAR

43t 5r 6
Large Size

Family Size

Wayne
YOU
Sales, Pa
90 E at Mu

II

Duni

WHITEST TEETH! FRESHEST BREATH
!

Medium Size

9th at CI

II

1 1.98 Value

II

ADM
ut South 1:

100 Tabs
12.98 Value

II

II

INIIH IRON

II
II

60 Tabs
12.29 Value

II

II

69' Value
MO•NM I=•OD
min
ao.
IMF•OM dila•im

89' Value
INI••01

IMP

1.09 Value

Inj1= on OW nen men moo mosso

aa•II. OM •= la •

—

a•w,=.= S.2

13.39
Value
a'a1.11=1
.a• I
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ldren

FRIDAY—OCTOBER

vier

Baptist

since the age

An investment in Your future

Stotts Grove
Worship Service
11.00 am
Evening worship
7 30p m

it) a kit for
lived youth,"
a them proud
ey can and do

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Worship
7.30r m

II

E

West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m.

Church Of Christ
New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p m.

L II

11

University
Morning Worship
'0 30a,m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.

-for where your treasure is, there roll your heart

Green Plain

Morning Worship
Evening Worsnip

be ii58..

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45am
Evening Worship
200P m
Sprint Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ind air,

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

vinyl

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a
Worship Service
11 a
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a
Evening Worship
7p

item.
7p m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7130 p.m_

,ver and

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a_rn.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

ver and

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m 1st
and 4th Sundays, 630 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9• 30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9:30 a m. 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11 00a m.
Evening Worship
7 00p.m
Coldwater United
Church School
10.00
Worship Service
11 00
Temple Hill United

power

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

411

Be Faithful,

Sugar _Creek
Morning worship 11 a.m.
Evening worship
7 15 p.m

•

1117
4
01

Reclaim Christ

7

41
,

4
tit

And when this time comes, as it inevitably
will, the type of adult
that he will be depends, to a great extent,
on the type of adult you are. What
example have you given your children
to follow? What values have you stressed
?
What have you taught them that they can
use?

Little guys don 't last forever. Prepare them
for the future while you still have the
chance.
Start them out right. Start them out with God.

Boone's Incorporated
••

V

YOU IN THE CHuitCH
THE CHURCH IN
••,•.• • r

col .e• ,coal
C.Of

?
•4rI/"Jr:r07..
01
.
7
4
0
• .4.4MCC
I
CA
3
/0
7 .
71.044.91;3370

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

•

Grecian Steak House

St*

eei Su IIdlnes
Phone 753-1675

M American
II Motors
Cain ft Treas Motor Sales

F

3

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.
"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Duality Used Cars
Phone 7534448

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

RCA VICTOR

of the Following Businesses:

So. Side Manor
•:.••

Colonial House Smorgasbord

753-3892

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious. Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th' Call in Orders 153-7101

Fast Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

1LTH!

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
BOWLING AT ITS BEST

FINE FOOD

S Main Street

Phone 753 2202

Rudy Lovett
Distributitto Co.

0

DIV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING

SHEET METAL

AIR CONDITIONING

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans
Ellis, Mgr.
E W Outland, Supt
Phone 753-8220

Holmes
9th at Chestnut

Phone 753-4832

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Palace Drive-In

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER

Allied Radio Shack

N. 12th Extended

Sales, Parts. Service

compete

Boating

94 E at Murray Bait Co

Supplies

Phone 753-7992

1 Mi E Murray- Ph. 753-6685

WHIRLPOOL

18 South 12th

Peck's Upholstery IL Fabric Shop

Phone 1S3-3037

A JONES. OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
604 S 4th

—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753 7494

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

CYATATIICaPe

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE — MEMBER FDIC
SOO Main

Phone 753-3231

F ISit ii CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray - Ph. 753-5267

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF S200 OR MORE
Phone 753-2997

Claude Vaughn

Murray Auto Parts
REBUILT ENGINES

Plumbing. Healing and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service

RADIATORS REPAIRED

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone 753 6168

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P M
Hogs bought daily
WM E DODSON, OWNER

PH 733 p334

Shirley Florist
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.D.
SO2 N. 48k St

733-3251

tiiimmu
---ar
'•••‘',
\

- Murray, Ketouclty

4th Street

Phone 753 192 1

The Ledger & Times

to

Roberts Realty
REALTORS

Ph 753 4424

C a lculators
iii SO On'

753-1763

Sholar's Atito Repair

305W Main

RAY ROBERTS
Nile 753 3924

phone

753 5807

205 No 0th Street

Fitts Block 8. Ready Mix Co.

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
MOTOR TUNE-UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

The Butinewnan s Choice For Fine Piinfinq

403 Maple St

No

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Vt....ale-1
SALES SERVICE & RENTALS
Sales and Service
Typewriters Adding Machines and

Phone 753-5012

11
1 11LPUILIMIRILM_StRVICf

CLOSET) ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

Phone 753 1651

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

I11

753-9999

Hendon's Service Station

HOYT ROBERTS
605 Maple St

'ON

Murray Livestock Co.

Ph

Long John Silvc-rs

SPAGHETTI

753 S307
44/ 7{3 90/0

North 4th St

ALTON AND NEO JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPA4RING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Hwy.441 S. (Hazel Hwy I
Ph. 733-7150

Trenholm's Drive-In

11.01

Murray Muffler Service

BERT

Phone 753 8187

Branch Office So 12th & Story 753-6655

GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES
Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road RI 1 Hardin, Ky. 474-2266
7

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

.6111P
lelifrr"

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

& Chestnut

The Hitching Post
See the Old Country Store

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME 'GUARANTEE?) MUFFLERS

RECAPPING
Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

12th

MR 8 MRS WM

SALES AND SERVICF
TAPPAN

Points

Phone 753 3734

Dunn TV & Appliance
ADMIRAL

Five

Phone 474-2202

SERVICE

union

Randy Thornton Service Co.

On Hwy 68 at Aurora

Ph 753-7100

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial
Refrigeration

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

A,i Shopping Center

- PIZZA

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories .

Hwy 94

Storey's Food Giant

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Wells Electric

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Phone 753.1319

802 Chestnut

7534661

Ph 753.8119

/LINO R40/05N4CK

Distributing Gulf Products

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

15c

7 Days

MlielbR REPAIR 8 WELDING

PARTS 8 RENTAL

Eel

753 5209

Central Shopping Center

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

HAMBURGERS

Phone 753-1713

SALES

Industrial Road

Ph

*Stadium Chili

NSE

JAS D CLOPTON

Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
9:30 a m

121

MAYTAG

North 4th St

Kentucky fried Chau.
'Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads -Meats
Vegetables and Desserts

St. Leo Catholic Church
SundayltAass 8a m 11 a m .4 30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
Ilam
' Jehovah's Witnesses
Wa.chtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture
? 30 a.m.,_

Beal's

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying - Selling- Leasing
518 W. Main
Pnone 753-7724

Block E. of S. 12th - Phone 753-1489

Hwy. 641 North

Shopping Center

FRIGIDAR1RE

403 Maple

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat
Plate Lunches Daily
Banquet Room Facilities toil
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
2

Church of r
Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m

Open 24 Hrs.

Southside Restaurant

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue -

Other
Denominations

Mobile Home Courts

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

Steaks - Chops - Sea-food Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 441 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

•

Five Points

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Pitman,Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service ,
11 a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11a m., 7 p.m
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9.30a m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

3
.."Mr..
1
C.C.....v...
'
,
7

This Page Sponsored

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

RESIDENTIAL

621 So 4th

CH

Presbyterian

Shady Oaks

is•

.

:C/CALV.:44eCKA:Ciii:0,..50N.W..N.:

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

11 a m.
6p.m.

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 30a m.
Morning Worship
9:30a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a in
Morning Worship
10 30 a m

Tit

Mayfield Hwy

Sat

Piesant Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services II a m , 7p m

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a m.
1st & 2nd Sundays. 11 :00 a.m.
3rd 8. 4th Sunday, 6:30 pm
151 & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Proverbs 22:6 says, "Train up a child in the
way he should go: and
when he is old, he will not depart from it."

7 p.m

11 air

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
4-001,Grove.
- • Worship Service at 9 45 a m. 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday. 10 45 a m 4th Sunday

sk a child what he wants more than anythin
g else in this world and he 'II
ell you that he wants to grow up, to be
an adult, on his own, his own boss...to
do
what he wants, when he wants, where
he wants, the way he-wants.

Be Loyal,

Christian

I

. Morning Worship

F

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
4.1.
Evenirp Worth
"
,
7 . 15 p.m

Murray Christian
VVorship Services 10:45 a.m

Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10.40 a m.
Evening Service
6p.m
New Concord
Morning Service
10 • 50a m.
Evening Worship
7p m.

Worship

11 a m
7 p.m

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30a m
m

10 a.m.
11 a.m

First Methodist
B 45 & 10 SO am
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m

11 a.m
7pm

eim Grove
kir.

MorninIZARVIrship
Sunday Schbol

7:31i

-.berry Corner
Morning Worship ''
Evening Worship

10a m
11 a m

South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10- 45a m
Evening Worship
6p in
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
930a m
Sunday School
10 30a m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship service.; at 9 30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 am
3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m 4th
Sunday

'tint Baptist
Morning Worship
11a m
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

lardtop,

ng

Sunday School
Worship Service

04
141

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 . SO a.m.
Evening Worship
6 313O-rn.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Worship 6 30 P.m

Arer and

1St

Martins chapel Unit...I

Kirksity Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7:30pm

air.

ir.

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
Sunday. 10 a.m 3rd Sunday

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10.00
Worship Service
1100

Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m

ld air.

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p m.

Methodist

••

ft

m
m

United, 310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10a m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday school
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a m , 7 p m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship Services
11 a m , 7:30
pm

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

ir, vinyl

m
m

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.ni.

of.

••;t:abaCesiter "PloW6,..4“;,,.;.....:;•oLtio;tcrwor •ores•

7••••••••••••75
9.V....•.411
.
:
7.1r
11/%0TIOTe•t7.117••70:••
.

•:ut

10 .15a m.
70 nt.

West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50a m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

...i.:;••;s:d•iver
,
..... •:
÷:iielcer
„
4:,awir•ww6r4ve;spnre•Wrigr4•64.•
.

Nazarene

11 am .
p.m.
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BUILDING BLOCKS A READY Mtk CONCRETE.
East Main Street "

Phone 753-3540
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Harmony Is No Accident
In Kentucky State Parks

FRIDAY-OCTOBER 8 1971

Next Weel(s TV
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First,Night lytb 9grItucptrik9s Game To Be Telecast This Wednesday

K GAVER
By
Each of Kentucky's 15 state on a separate level from that of
NEW YORK (UM-The first 3 mysterious killer.
NBC preempts "The Bold
resort parks is unique, with a the day-use and convention room World Series game to be played
character all its own. They do patrons.
at night is scheduled for Dries" at 10 for the fifth annual
have features in common, It would take pages to trace the Wednesday, Oct. 13, and NBC Country Music Awards at Nashhowever. Here are some of them: artistry and cunning that blend TV and radio will carry it, as ville, Tenn.
MONDAY
All but a couple of the oldest color and pattern into the balance they do, the entire series.
lodges are of modern, functional of shapes and spaces in this This will be the fourth game "New Doctor in Town" on
design. Most of them are built on beautiful building. The con- of the best of seven set and "Gunsmoke" for CBS at 8 ina lakeshore and they are temporary furniture, the car- conceivably could be the last, troduces guest star Pat Hingle
carefully designed to take every peting, the draperies and the granted that either the National as Dr. Chapman. He will be
advantage of the natural terrain. paneling are all carefully ac- or American League entry has seen in six episodes, filling in
With perfect teamwork the in- commodated to the architectural won the first three games and during the illness of Milburn
Stone (Doc Adams).
terior designers cooperate with forms, inside and out. Blues and takes this one.
NFL football on ABC at 9
the architects to maintain themes gold warm the interiors. The Highlights (all times EDT):
broadcasts the New
York
SUNDAY
and patterns of shape and color. exterior wood is stained a
The lodge budding complex thus • specially designed "Barren Second World Series game, Giants-Dallas game.
NBC's movie at 9 screens
American League city (time not
becomes a harmonious unit that Brown."
1958's "Cat On A Hot Tin Roof"
produces the impression of
What does all this mean to the known I; NBC.
belonging just where it is and just guest? It means a sense of restful The CBS National Football (telecast on CBS in 1969), starhow it is.
balance. He isn't concious of Conference regional schedule: ring Elizabeth Taylor and Paul
The one at Barren River Lake what went into all this blending Minneapolis - Philadelphia, St. Newman.
TUESDAY
State Resort Park is an excellent and merging anymore than he Louis-Atlanta at 1; Green Bay
The third World Series game
example. The architects were realized the architect's deft Detroit, New Orleans-Chicago
McCulloch & Associates of juggling of form and space or the at 2; doubleheader game seen
Louisville and the interiors were skillful placing of the lodge's nationally except in playing
designed by the Paul Biggers lights. But he is blessed through area, Los Angeles-San Francisfirm in Glasgow.
all these things with a com- co at 4.
It's a tri-level structure with 51 fortable feeling of inner har- Time of WOTId Series game
lodge units, each with two double mony. He and his family governs NBC's American Footbeds, a view of the lake and a remember the good feeling they ball Conference telecast; could
private patio. The dining room enjoyed at the park long after start at 1 or 4. Nationally teleBy DEAN C. MILLER
also provides excellent views of they have forgotten the par- cast game will be selected
UPI Business Editor
from: Baltimore-Buffalo, Housthe lake and the swimming pool. ticulars.
NEW YORK (UPI I-CompaHandicapped persons find
Balance and harmony in the ton-Washington, Miami-Cincin- nies dealing
in anti-burglary
sever,a1 adiantages here. They Kentucky state lodges certainly nati, New York Jets-New Eng- devices are in
a growth market
are abre teach all the facilities didn't come about by accident, no land,Pittsburgh-Cleveland, all if the latest
annual FBI report
in a wheelchair Five of the units matter how unobtrusive the starting at 1; San Diego-KanEas on crime
is any indication.
were City at 2; Oakland-Derver at 4.
have extra wide doors for their means by which they
Analysis of the 207-page
convenience
-The CBS movie at 7:30 report
and
those achieved.
released Aug. 31 indibathrooms have handily placed
screens the first half of 1966's cates
that in 1970 a burglary
A
4
-1'2-ounce deviled ham "The Sand Pebbles,"
grab bars. The public tottets also
starring was
committed
every
can makes a bread cutter, just Steve
15
McQueen in a tale of U.S.
have extra wide doors and one of
seconds with an average dollar
the right size for canapes. Rethe booths in each facility is extra move the top and bottom of Navy river patrol in China in loss of $310. Amateur burglars,
wide.
the can. Press the remaining 1926. Second part will be aired driven by drug habits or
The entire lodge complex at cylinder down on each slice Oct. 17.1
looking for thrills, and the
"The ABC movie at 9 screens
Barren River is wrapped around of bread and twist Slightly.
professionals broke into homes
1968's
"Five
Card
'Stud,"
star- and apartments and
the base of a hill, utilizing grade Make 18 bread .rounds and
carried off
and contour. For example, the spread them with the contents ring Dean Martin and Robert 1some $407 million worth Of
of
the
can.
guests
Garnish with l'Aitchum in a -suspense-western goods and valuables.
is
parking lot for overnight
pickles, eggs, or cheese.
j Ray Bolt, the aptly named
!president of
Kwikset, the
Anaheim, Calif., division of
Ch. 25 VVKAS Ashland
Ch. 35 WKMA Madisonville
Emhart Corp. of Bloomfield,
C4v.-S3YiKGE1'Bowling Green
Ch. 38 WKMR Morehead
Conn, and a major -prodticer of
Ch. 21 WKMUMurriy-Mayfield Ch. 54 WCVN Covington
residential locks, thinks a
Ch. 23 WKZT Elizabethtown
Ch 52 WKON Owenton
telling statistic in the report is
WKHA
Ch.
35
Hazard
Ch 22 WKPI Pikeville
the 13- percent increase in
Ch. 46 WKLE Lexington-Richmond
Ch. 29 WKSO-Somerset
daytime burglaries. They acII. .: WKM
si ill
counted for more than half the
losses in homes and apartments
and since 1960 have risen 337
KeNLLICKU eDUCEILI0f1AL.
per cent. Bolt said 77 per cent
100 THE FRENCH CHEF:
of all burglaries in 1970
MONDAY, OCT. 11
Mousse au Chocolat. (C)
4:00 MISTEROGERS NEIGHinvolved forcible entry and only
130 THIS WEEK: A cover
BORHOOD.
six per cent were thwarted.
story treatment of the week's
4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE:
major national or internaAlthough
cities still
big
Makirg Leaf Prints. (Cl
tional news story, hosted by
accounted for 38 per cent of all
5:00 SESAME STREET #226:
Bill
Moyers.
(C)
For children. (C)
burglaries, according to the
9:00 THE GREAT AMERICAN
COO WINDOW TO.THE CLASSFBI, suburban and rural areas
DREAM MACHINE. (C)
ROOM: Because We Care,(C)
WOO FIRING LINE. (C)
showed a 12 per cent rise.
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
11:00 PANMED. For health
"Grandfather's Clock'' is
Even Bolt, who has a vested
professrona
is
only
taught in three finger pickinterest in the problem, admits
THURSDAY, OCT. 14
ing for the guitar. Banjo
that no home can be made 10()
4:00 misTEROGERS' NEIGHplayers learn "Skip to My
per cent burglar proof. There
Lou."
BORHOOD.
7:00 EFFICIENT READING:
4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE:
are simple, inexpensive ways to
Preview program
Carnivorous Plants. (C)
discourage
the
average
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
5:00 SESAME STREET #229:
amateur burglar, and that's a
SCHOOL: Science - ProperFor children. (C)
ties of Matter.
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSmajor part of the problem.
11:00 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
ROOM: Because We Eare (C)
About
83 per cent of those
Hogan's Goat. Faye Dunaway,
6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
ester, for burglary in 1970
Robert Foxworth, and George
SCHOOL.(R)
Rose star in this William Alwere under 25, and there has
700 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
fred drama of the story of a
7:30 WESTERN KENTUCKY
been a 72 per cent increase in
man's destructive drive for
UNIVERSITY PR ESE NT S:
arrests involving burglars
political power among the
Kentucky Heritage-LongrifIe
under
Irish in turn of the century
18. So what can be
in Revival. (C)
Brooklyn. (C)
MOO THIRTY MINUTES WITH:
done to protect the home?
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEA- 1:35 BLACK JOURNAL. (C)
Elizabeth Drew interviews a
You can add a deadlatch for
TRE: Jude the Obscure-To 10:00 THE TURNED ON personality in the news. (C)
all outside doors at a cost of as
Christminister. Jude goes to CRISIS: The First Dimension. 8:30 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
little as $1.50 per door. This
Christminister to work, save A fast paced delivery of in, REVIEW: Fo,Jr Washington
and study. (C)
formation, statistics and at
newsmen discuss the week's
little piece of hard brass rides
TUESDAY. OCT. 12
as the first dimen- newsmaking events. (C)
on the latch face and prevents
410 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH- sion to understanding the
9:00 HOLLYWOOD TELEVIjirrunying with a celluloid strip
scope and complexity of the SION THEATRE: The Police
BORHOOD.
430 HODGEPODGE LODGE: drug abuse problem (C)
or plastic card.
A black comedy satire about
What Makes Holes in the WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13
a fictitious countrywhere the
Cylinder deadlocks are re4.03 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHpolice have finally 'reached a
Ground? (C)
commended
for all front, back
5:00 SESAME STREET *226: BORHOOD
state of absolute law and orand side doors in addition to
For children (CJ
4.30 HODGEPODGE LODGE der. (C)
COO WINDOW TO THE CLASS- Things tnat Sting (CI
10:00 WORLD PRESS: The
existing locks. They should be
ROOM: Because We Care lCi 5:00 SESAME STREET *228: week's news as reported in
made of steel and brass with a
6:3J COMMUNITY TV HIGH For children. (Cl
newspapers around the world
heavy-duty sli-inch or 1-inch
SCHOOL. (RI
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- is discussed by a group of
7:00 CIVILISATION: The Great ROOM: Because We Care (Cl foreign affairs experts. (Cl
deadbolt and an all brass
Thaw The creation of Gothic 6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN
10:45 DAVID LITTLEJOHN/
cylinder ring that will turn free
art in the 11th and 12th cen• Tailoring Ili Finishing the CRITIC AT LARGE: Stravinat any attempt to remove with
tunes, culminating in the con• Simple Coat
Buttonhole sky. (C)
a pipe wrench or saw.
structian of Chartres Cathe- Methods
Interfacing the OFRIDAY, OCT. 15
dral. (C)
coat
On doors with glass panels,
Pressing (C)
400 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH.
8:00 MASQUERADE: Impro• 1:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(R 1 BOR
Bolt recommends
installing
visational drama especially 7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH 4:30 HOOD.
double-cylinder deadlocks with
LODGE:
for children. (C)
SCHOOL: Science-Cells and StumpHODGEPODGE
Scouting (C)
1:30 THE ADVOCATES: (Cl
a key that locks from either
Cell Structure
5:00 SESAME STREET #230.
side. That way a burglar can't
cut the glass and reach in to
open the lock.

Anti-Burglary
Business Is
On The Upswing

Sugar Ray Robinson are Flip of possible World Series game,
is slated for NBC in the afterWilson's guests on his NBC hour covers the PBA National Bowlnoon.
at 8.
ing Championship at Paramus,
CBS at 7:30 p.m. preempts
The CBS movie at 9 has the N. J.
Glen Campbell for the season's
first half of 1967's "The Dirty
ABC's movie at 8:30 offers
first National Geographic SociDozen," starring Lee Marvin in "In Broad Daylight," in which a
ety special, "Monkeys, Apes
a story about some Army mis- former great actor, blinded in
and Man."
fits who become heroes in World an accident, plots to kill his unWar II ( a repeat).
faithful wife. Richard Boone,
ABC's movie at 8:30 screens
FRIDAY
"A Taste of Evil" with Barbara
In the CBS "O'Hara, United
Stanw,:ck and Barbara Parkins
States Treasury" episode at
8:30, O'Hara poses as a drifter
WEDNESDAY
First world series night game to find out where a young
is on NBC, starting time not group has planted a bomb in a
city.
now available.
In "Reprisal" on ABC's "The NBC's movie at 8:30 offers
Man and the City" at 10, a po- Sally Field and Robert Pratt in
lice chief over-reacts to the kill- "Marriage: Year One."
ing of a policeman, but the "The CBS movie at 9:30 concludes "The Dirty Dozen."
mayor retains faith in him.
The CBS "Mannix" episode at
SATURDAY
10 has the detective helping a If a six World Series game is
woman who fears Russian necessary, NBC will broadcast
agents are going to ••. unortho- it in the afternoon.
dox means to obtain a priceless ABC college football has a national telecast of the Texas-Arkmanuscript she owns.
ansas game, air time indefinite,
THURSDAY
NBC will carry the afternoon .1epending upon whether there
World Series fifth game if that is a World Series game.
"ABC's Wide World of
game is necessary.
Pat Boone, George Carlin and Sports", time indefinite
because

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need -and use-our service. So we
know all about their special money needs
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year- with a seasoned money
oro the man at PCA

TeuevisioN

H. 4
WSM
6 25 Ag.

7 00 Jerry
Lewis
USA
7 30 Road Runner 6 55 Digest
7 00 Dolittle
8 00 Phantom
8 30 Jackson 5
7 30 Woody
9 00 Bewitched
8 00 Panther
9 30 Lidsville
9 00 Reef
1000 Curiosity
*9.30 Giant Step
1 1 00 Quest
10. 30 Bugaloos
11 30 Lancelot
11 - 00 Auditions
12 00 Bandstand
TBA Wrld Ser
12 SO Football
12 30 F Troop
1 00 Sports
Film 1 00 L Space
1 30 Sports
i2 00 Golf
3.00 Pre Game
300 TBA
4:00 Del Reeves
3 15 Football
4:30 Wilburn Bra
6 IS Pst Game
500 Wagoner
6 30 Welk
5.30 Nash Music
7 30 Movie
9 00 Persuaders
6 00 News
6 30 Rollin'
10 - 00 News
70:00 Partners
10.00 News
7:30 Gel. Lpe
10. 30 Movie
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
1200,
Avengers
"

-

CH 5
WLAC

6 00 Sun

Sem
7 00 Bugs
Bunny
7 30 Scooby
Doo
8 00 Globetrotters
8.30 Bear
Bunch
9 00 Pebbles
9 30 Pebbles
9 30 Archie
10 00 Sabrina
10. 30 Josie
11 00 Monkees
11 30 Are
There
12 00 Film
Fest
1 . 00 Comm
Cen
1 30 Eddie Hill
2 00 Death Valley
2 30 WLAC TV
3 00 Roller Derby
4 00 Big Show
5 00 Sports
5 30 T or C
6 00 Hee Haw
7.00 All In Fam
7 .10 Funny
Face
8 00 Van Dyke
8 30 AfiaLy
Moore
9 00 Mission Imp
10 00 News
10 30 Mason
II 30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
7 00 RFD-TV

- CH 8
WSIX
7 00 Stooges

7 30 Atop
Fence
7 55 News
8 00 Dep
Dawg
8 30 Pk.
Panther
9 00 Bar Reef
9 30 Take Step
10 30 Bugaloos
11 00 Wizard
11 30 Jetsons
11 00 insight
TBA Wrld Ser
5 00 Wilburn Bros_
5 30 NBC News
6 00 Wagoner
7 00 Partners
7 30 Good Life
8 00 Movie
10 00 News
i0 30 Movie

8 00 Phantom
8 30 Jackson 5
9 00 Bewitched
9 30 Lidsville
10 00 Curiosity
11.00 Guest
11 30 Lancelot
12:00 Spt. Chat
1230 Football
4:00 Sports
5:30 Welk Show
6:30 Lassie
Toget
7:00 Get
7,30 Movie
9 00 Persuaders
10
11 00 T
ss Thief
News
11 30 Movie
i 00 News

.

CH. 12
KFVS
6:00 Sunrise

Keys Kiwi, Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street

THAT STUPID
04IKK..Hr5 HIDDEN
HIMSELF MO 6000_
WE'LL NEVER
FIND HIM._

YOU'RE IN LOVE N\E? ME IN
WITH CHUCK, LOVE WITH
AREN'T YOU, ISTUPID DL'
5IR?
CHUCK ?

J

800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. tIvu Sat. 730 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.

HOW COULD ANYONE EVER
BE IN LOVE LJITH BORING,
DVU-, WISHY-WASHY CL'CHUCK?

THAT REMINDED ME
THAT I LEFT THE WATER
RUNNING IN
THE SHOWER

HERE COMES
NANCY---I LOVE
TO MAKE HER
MAD

The Colonials
THOSE BLASTED PUIZITA
DO- GOODECZS
EVE/2Y Tt-i/AI&
!•

,

LEDGER & TIMES T.V. SCHEDULE FOR SATURDAY

CH 3

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,
INC.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

CH 19
WDXR
10 . 30 Theater

6:30 Gospel
12:00 Death
Val
6:45 News
12 30 Ultra
Man
7,00 Bugs
Bunny 12:57 News
7:30 Scooby
Doo 1:00 Opry
8.00 Globetrotters
2:30 Monroes
IL 30 Hair Bear
330 3 Lives
9.00 Pebbles
4:00 Theater
9:30 Archie're:3111 Wrestling
10 . 00 Sabrina
5:30 Music
10 30 Josie
6:00 Theater
11 00 Monkees
7:00 Star Trek
11.30 You
There 757 News
12 00 Film
8:00 Movie
1:00 Cartoon
940 News
1:30 Forum
10:00 For
Adults
215
m rt
2(10 Report
10:30 Avengers
Film
10:30 Avengers
11,30 playboy
Fam
2 . 30 Lester
300 Glory Rd
12.27 Sports
3:30 Movie
12 - 30 Feature
500 News
6:00 Mee Haw
7 00 All in Fam
7 10 Fun Face
8:00 Van Dyke
8 30 Mary
Moore
9 00 Mission Imp
10 00 News
10 30 MOVIP
17 00 Faith
%

4

4/1

AO1111106
1 .
LII Abner
AND TI-US IS LARSON WHIPLASH,
tvw BOSS-AND MAYBE YOURS
T00,THE v-/A`i HE GOES
AROLJKIL) 5U1ING
r
UP COMPANIES

AS TI--4E WORLD'S LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF EVERYTHING FROM JUMBO JETS

WITH A SON
LIKE THAT?

To 505E3
,
i PKIS,NioU MUST
BE A VERY HAPPY
MAN

Z‘.(
0
,
4
Z41

-

By MART

LA FALL)
- Chances
see a scene
Cordoba Mu
those big I
played in ail
The area i
the more it!
of .Argentin.
sorts - the
of Mar del Pl.
lake region
Still, tho

ACROSS

Who'd ever believe it?
A Volkswagen that s big.
Ancj looks like a regular car.
And has four big doors.
And more room and comfort than you ye
ever seen in a Volkswagen.
And more power and acceleration than
you've ever had in a Volkswagen
And more feotures as standard equipment
than you'd ever expect in_a big car
Like an automatic transmission Radial tires
Front disc brakes. Electronic fuel iniection
Rear-window defroster
And more.
Yes, after all these years. you can buy rl
big Car as good as our.little car.
The 411 Volkswagen 4-Door sedan.
You know what?
You lust ran out of excuses for not buying
a Volkswagen.

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

Arg

Crosswl

Volkswagen announces
a new kind of Volkswagen.Big.

l

WSIL

Suzanne Pleshette, Stella Stevens and John Marley are in the
cast.
NBC's movie at 9 has a repeat screening of 1966's "Duel
at Diablo," starring Sidney Poitier and James Garner in a
western about trouble with
AKPACHES.

1 Smallest
number
6 Railroad
station
11 Kind ot mask
12 Turkish
decrees
14 Alternating
current
(abbr.)
15 Shreds
17 A continent
(abbr.)
18 Short sleep
20 6eparates
?1 Greek letter
'2 Greenland
settlement
24 Caustic
substance
25 Dispatched
26 Set
28 Strike out
30 In MUSIC high
31 Ship channel
32 Dippers
35 Hostelries
38 Imitates
39 Female
sheep
41 tretand
42 Aeriform
fluid
43 aprice
45 Music:
as written
46 Teutonic
deity
47 Welcomer
49 Note of scale
50 Fixed amount
52 Glossy paint
a
54 Scorch
55 Pirate tlag
DOWN
1 Situate
2 Printer's
measure
3 River
island

YOU

PAI

IT \

Trrrenwr.ourrnwrweeromil

AND SU
For rm
H. Chun(
apprecia
the renel
tradition
The J.
Horace(
him until
from hin
1941.
At his
Mrs. Ma
and MaN
interests
On Oct
a statem
father an
people o
Dignity
best of
1971.
I since
Stedman
Tommy
make evi
been tra,
Churchil
I becar
Tenness(
Golden (
Director:
Since I
father ha
a statem
"As II
to serve
by the th
have rep
time of(
"Not oi
it has al:
during th
to do for
"Fifty
richly fil
beaUtiful
In closi
many, if
you will
My wi I
eciatie
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Argentines have a restful resort

flock to the countless small
resort hotels in the Cordoba
LA FALDA,Argentina(UPI) Mountains each year.
Nearly all
- Chances are youll never of them are Argentines
trying
see a scene from Argentina's to beat the heat of
Buenos
Cordoba Mountains on one of Aires, the crowds
at Mar del
those big travel posters dis- Plata and the high prices
at
played in airline ticket offices. Bariloche.
The area is overshadowed by
Cordoba is a mecca for inthe more spectacular scenery
ternal tourism and a monument
of Argentina's two major re- to the feasibility of developing
sorts - the Atlantic Coast spa a resort area where people of
of Mar del Plata and the Andean limited means can relax and
lake region around Bariloche. enjoy themselves.
Still, thousands of tourists
The .ierra, de Cordoba, or

Shopper
Must Plan
Ahead
By LOUISE BARKER

By MARTIN McREYNOLDS

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Smallest
number
6 Railroad
station
11 Kind of mask
12 Turkish
decrees
14- Alternating
current
(abbr.)
15 Shreds
17 A continent
(abbr.)
18 Short sleep
20 Separates
21 Greek letter
22 (keeniand.
Wtlement
24 Caustic
substance
25 Dispatched
26 Siet
28 Str ike out
30 le music. high
31 Ship channel
32 Dippers
35 Hostelries
38 -Imitates
39 Female
.
sheep
41 tretand
42 Aeriform
fluid
43 Caprice
45 Music:
as written
46 Teutonic
deity
47 Welcomer
49 Note of scale
'50 Fined amount
52 Glossy paint
54 Scotch
4
55 Pirate flag

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

4 Break
suddenly
5 Sums
6 Ate to get
thin
7 Is mistaken
8 Dance
step
9 Hypothetical
force
10 Occupant
11 Europeans
13 Cook quickly
in hot fat
16 Attempt
19 Commemorative
marches
21 Seesaws
33
23 Mounds
34
25 Writing
35
tablet
27 French for
36
'summer.'
37
29 The self
32 Kind of beer
40
N1

2

3

4

11

000 B000M COO
000 ODOM GOD
DOOMMO 000100M
000MO DMO
DODO DOB OMOM
000 OGOOGUMBEI
BO DOM 000 GO
0000O1O13O 000
00013 000 DOMO
DOE 000019
OMM000 OGOOMM
BOO DOOM OOO
OM WOO= 000
a
Three-banaed
armadillos
Calm
Device for
warming
Stretcher
Bivalve
mollusk
Tiny

5

:.:.:

6
7
4:44.
+12.
,Mo
•
16

43 Toad
44 Gambling
game
47 Alcoholic
beverage
48 Tattered
cloth
51 Note of scale
53 Pronoun
8

9

1

14

tnyV 5

18

so n20
19,
p
21
se•
,5
'No
23 fe'424
,
F,..... 25
'Vn.
,
.::::',28 29
27

22
26 '

4C 17

a,:n0,,V31

30
VY-15O
32 33

04
36 37

34 ;... • 35

38

r•::-39 40

42

10

". • • 43

t1
44 E‘,•:,.:.:, 4

DOWN

1 Situate
2 Printer's

46

'
:
re'.
. ., 47
51

50

..12

48 149
5.
33

•

_measure
3 River
island

.•.^.',.

,i
'',
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU.TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

between cracker-like wafers and
overlaid with icing-or chocolate
coating. The finished object can .
be anywhere from the size of a
small muffin to the size of a
VETHAT is the food shopper
man's fist. They are irresistible
VY to do? There are so
when seen in shop windows,and
an alfajor factory is one of the
many choices in the food
high points of any sightseeing
markets today that advance
tour.
panning and on the spot
But the traveler who buys a
ei.aluation are necessary to
half-dozen alfajores will
determine the best buy for
probably have trouble finishing
each individual situation.
them off, unless he has an
unlimited capacity for gooey
The modern food marketing
sweets.
industry provides the choice
Possibl) due to over-indulof built-in services - such
gence in alfajores, the people of
as cleaning, peeling, mixing
Cordoba have become experts
and cooking - in many of
in medicinal herbs. Sidewalks
the
foods we buy. Some of
stands sell dozens of ex6tic
these foods cost more, some
and odd-smelling herbs plucked
about the same or even less
from the surrounding hills.
than similar foods prepared
There are such sure-fire cures
as zarzaparrilla for cleansing
at home. According to a report
the 'blood, cola de caballo
by the Agricultural Research
(horsetail) and yerba meona
Service of USDA, pricing of
for the kidneys and bails bien
f oo d in Washington super(dance well) for impotence.
markets reveals that some
You name it, there's an herb
convenienc
e foods cost as
to cure it.
much a, three times the price
The Cordoba tourist season
of ingredients needed to preis short. It peaks in the Southpare such foods Irons familyern Hemisphere summer months
of January and February, with
type recipes. Other foods prica mild revival during Easter
ed in the comparison cost less
Week. The resorts are nearly
than their counterparts.
deserted the rest of the year,
Convenience foods, even at
although weather remains
a higher cost than similar
pleasant year 'round. There is
foods prepared at home, niay
an occasional winter snowfall
but the climate stays dry and
be the best buy for the homesunny, and some Argentines
maker if f ood preparation
make a point of spending a
time or cooking skills are
winter vacation in the hills just
limited. Preparing som e
to relax and get away from it
dishes at home may require
all.
so many ingredients or provide too many servings to
be practical for persons living
alone.

Modest resort
Modesty is the guiding principle in the Cordoba Mountains.
The hotels are small, the prices
reasonable and the main attraction a chance to get away
from the city to breathe the
clean air, get some sun and
swim in a lake or creek. But
there are numerous "sights''
to be seen, including a big rock
shaped like a shoe, a large
statue of Christ on a hilltop,
a sacred grotto. various dams
and artificial lakes.
There's even a mildly swinging resort town, Villa Carlos
Paz, on the shores of a large
artificial lake, Lago San Roque.
In the Cordoba Mountains,
J. Steadman Baker, funeral
you get the feeling you've seen director at The
J. H. Churchill
mast oLthe sights somewhere Funeral
Home here, announced
else. Architecture runs toward
today that Thomas Lee(Tommy)
imitation Swiss chalets. The
town of La Falda hasa replica Walker of Murray will continue to
of a Black Forest cuckoo clock be associated with the funeral
mounted on its main street. home.
Walker, 22 year-old son of
The Christ the Redeemer statue
at La Cumbre is a scaled-down Thomas Owen and Minnie
version of a more famous one (Churchill) Walker of Brentin the Andes, on the border wood, Tennessee, is the grandson
between Chile and Argentina. of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W.
The area's own special con- Churchill of Murray and the
tributions are the local pastry great-grandson of the late Mr.
and the many medicinal herbs. and Mrs. James Horace ChurThe great Cordoba pastry is the chill.
Walker is a registered apagajor - a kind of cross between a sandwich and a cup- prentice with the Kentucky State
cake. Layers of thick frosting, Board of Funeral Directors and
fudge and fruit jams are spread Embalmers. His apprenticeship

Thomas Lee, Walker
At Funeral Home

"
1
.

-

Cordoba Mountains, stretch for
about 180 miles near the city
of Cordoba,an industrial cenier
500 miles northwest of Buenos
Aires in Central Argentina. The
city of Cordoba with its automobile industry and other factories has become a center of
political unrest in recent years
but this has not affected the
tranquility of the resort towns
in the mountains.
The mountains are much
less imposing than the-towering
Andes range along the Argentine border farther west. They
consist mainly of rounded hills
covered with brush and brambles, reminiscent of foothills
in Southern California and other
areas of the western United
States.
Between the hills, however,
are green valleys fed by a
series of creeks and rivers that
have been skillfully dammed
to provide a steady water supply and several large lakes. The
smaller dams have been built
to create numerous balnearios
or swimming holes surrounded
by weeping willows, pines and
poplars.

ANNOUNCEMENT TO THOSE OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY
AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES:
For many years on this date, October 8th., the date of the founding of J.
H. Churchill's Funeral Home, I have expressed my sincere thanks and
appreciation for the continuing support and expressions of kindness, and
the renewing of my pledge to continue the superior service that has been
traditional since the founding of our firm.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home was founded by my father, James
Horace Churchill on October 8th. 1886 and was owned and operated by
him until April 12th, 1934 when at this time I purchased a one-half interest
from him. We were equal partners until his death on September 18th,

Before attempting t h e
calculations it may be wise
to try the convenience item
and see if it is acceptable
to the family. If the homeprepared food has been
counted on to. provide a
specific need for the day '(a
serving of meat and a serving
of vegetable in a meat pie,
for example), the convenience
item it replaces should also
meet this need.

John Wayne headed
for a stepdown?
a patient, long-suffering of"Pluto, when you said that,
ficeholder. If there is to be a
you should have smiled." John
shootout, he plans to duck, then
flashes his famous victory grin
Question: "John Wayne has arrest the survivor.
and turns to Mercury. "Let's
"Buy me a drink, big boy."
had it all. He's made more
go, little fellah. We got miles to
movies than any other star, he The sultry voice belongs to go before
we sleep." Cut and
Venus,
the town's Bad Girl.
won the Oscar and he licked
print. Another multi-million
cancer. Where does the Duke Heavily rouged, she smooths grosser
is on film.
her fine feathers and bats her
go from here?"
What do Wayne's stars tell an
Asswer: He may be thinking store-bought eyelashes at Big
astrologer?
of retirement, even as these John, who pointedly ignores
This is an intelligent man. He
words are typed. His horoscope her.
"Little fellah," he tells • has Sun in Gemini, where Sir
indicates that John Wayne, a
Christopher Wren had Moon,
Gemini, may step down soon. Mercury, "a woman is only a and
Shakespeare his Neptune
Before we see why, let's have a woman, but a horse is man's f imaginatio
n). He thinks things
best
friend."( We told you, this
look at his chart, piardner.
through, in a logical manner.
Picture the planets as is a movie.)
Neptune and Jupiter, joined
Over in a dark corner lounge
characters in a John Wayne
two of the meanest characters in Cancer, gave him artistic
movie.
and financial ability. He shrugs
Scene: A small western town. you ever saw. Mars and
this
off by saying,"I don't act;
Enter, our hero, Big John. Like Uranus have teamed up in this
I react." Don't you believe it.
the Sun, he shines. He is tall, flick and Big John spots them
From the Zodiac sign.
muscular and handsome. After right away as a pair of no-good, Scorpio,
Moon adds boundless
tying up his all-white horse to dirty sidewinders.
energy.
Mars
and Uranus are
Pluto slams down his whisky
the saloon fence, Big John tips
in Capricorn, and they make
his white Stetson to the Moon, glass and approaches Big John.
him aggressively patriotic.
the local schoolmarm. She "Stranger," he says, "I don't
Saturn is in Pisces, sign of
blushes prettily, then dawdles like your looks. If you are half
motion pictures, producing a
in front of the dry goods store, a man, stand and draw."
Big John finishes his glass of durable star. Venus is dignified
hoping he will follow. But this is
milk, then moves so fast he in Taurus, in the secretive
a John Wayne film.
Big John opens the swinging becomes a blur. He gives Pluto twelfth house. For Wayne, his
bar doors for his nervous a right, then a left, then heart interests are a very
sidekick, Mercury, a dried-up smashes a bar stool over his private matter.
We believe 1971 sould be a
runt who runs errands for the head. Mars and Uranus run to
help Pluto, but Big John has milestone year for Duke
tall man.
Wayne, Uranus will be playing
Big John bellies up to the bar, them covered with his lightning
a disturbing role. Also, Saturn
and orders milk, or something draw.
(Fate) is moving to his Sun.
stronger. He calmly studies the
assembled characters.
Pluto is the heavy in our
drama. A paid bounty hunter,
he has five o'clock shadow, bad
breath and beady eyes. In case
you miss the message, he is
dressed all in black. I For now,
forget about black beias
It is necessary for the Water System to flush the
beautiful: this is a western,
America's only home-grown
fire hydrants Saturday night, October 9th. The
morality play.) Pluto leant
sullenly against the bar, sipflushing will begin about 10:30 p.m., and will be
ping red-rye and looking for an
excuse to shoot somebody completed during the night If there is any disanybody.
Neptune is the area's biggest
coloration in your water when first turned on
landowner, Dishonest Sam. He
is playing poker, no limit, with
Sunday morning, flush well before using. We are
Jupiter. Jupiter portrays the
local banker, a fat, prosperoussorry for any inconvenience, but it is required
looking type. They eye our hero
briefly, then return 1.4 their
that we do this twice a year.
cards.
•
Watching
over
their
shoulders is Saturn, the sheriff.
By HERB STANTON
Coplex News Service

NOTICE

Murray Water & Sewer System

Office Supplies and Equipment
We Are Overstocked and Must Sell These Items!
Mimeograph Supplies
Mimeograph Paper

Mrs. Mattie Rogers Churchill, and my two brothers Ralph D. Churchil
l
and Max H. Churchill. On September 29th, 19411 had purchased these
interests, and became sole owner on that date.
On October 1st, 1941 and again on the founding date October 8th, I made
a statement to the press of my pledge to carry on the high ideals of my
father and an additional pledge to render a superior funeral service to the
people of Murray and Calloway County with Reverence, Sincerity,
Dignity and Economy and that has been religiously followed, to the very
best of my ability down to the sale of the Funeral Home on October 1st,

Thomas Lee Walker
will be completed October 24,
1971, and it is anticipated that he
will soon thereafter receive his
state license as a funeral director
and embalmer.
A graduate of M. C. Williams
High School, Germantown
Tennessee, in 1967, Walker
attended
Murray
State
University and is a March 1970
graduate of Kentucky College of
Mortuary Science.
Except for one year as an
employee of McAfee Funeral
Home in Louisville (while attending embalmers' college),
Walker has worked at The J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home here
since 1967.
Walker is married to the former Marilyn Jean Wilson,
daughter of Mrs. Evelyn Wilson
of Murray and the late H. W.
(Stub) Wilson. Marilyn is the
granddaughter of Rev. and Mrs
Loyd D. Wilson and Mrs. J. D.
(Grace) Ahart, all of Murray
Walker and his wife attend
Grace Baptist Church.

1971.

I sincerely believe that the new owners, along with their manager Mr.
Stedman Baker and my two Grandsons, Kenneth Churchill Imes and
Tommy Lee Walker who are now full-time employe of the new firm will
make every effort to carry out the same service, in Overy detail, that has
been traditional for the past 85 years under the same name: The J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home, Inc.
I became a licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer in Kentucky and
Tennessee in 1921 and.have continued until this year 1971. I received my
Golden Certificate at the Annual Meeting of The Kentucky Funeral
Directors Association on June 10th, 1971.
Since I now have completed 50 years in my chosen profession just as my
father had also completed 50 years (1886-1936) I should like to quote from
a statement he made in 1936:
"As I look back over this half century during which I have endeavored
to serve you faithfully in your hours of bereavement, I am deeply moved
by the thoughts of your kindness to me and the confidence and faith you
have reposed in me as I have striven to be your humble servant in your
time of deepest sorrow."
"Not only have I tried to uphold the noblest ethics of my profession but
it has also been my aim through all these years to so conduct myself
during the times you have required my services as I would have liked you
to do for me."
"Fifty years has been a long time but thanks to you the years have been
richly filled with friendships-and the evening of life is made mellow and
beditiful by the memories of my life with you and among you."
In closing may I say that in the coming years, whether they be few or
many, if I can be of any service to you I will consider it a great honor if
you will but allow me to serve you.
My wife, Rebecca Churchill, joins mein this letter of thanks and ap-

Why you grow old
11 MK !('PI) 1111.it
aging! ''fIn Is
Iii
factor!: and assaults [iv t
environment," says Kathleen
Ilallivrg, recreation consultant
for Indiana State Hoard Id
Health. -Aging starts the dav
you're born and ret ire inctil
(lays are just one stage. in the
I•ontintiurn.-

'
•

Comparing the costs of
equal size servings of homeprepared and
aad commerciallyprepared foods is one way
a careful shopper will determine she is not paying more
for conienience than she intends. Calculating precisely
the costs for mixed dishes
is not easy ,but it can be
revealing and beneficial.

STAR TALK

Inventory Reduction Sale

1941.
At his death he willed 'his one-half interest equally to my step-mother,

Very sincerely written,
Ronald W ehurchill.

FRIDAY-OCTOBER 8, 1971,

The human !silly_ reaches itiiigxiumumrri- t;T erriciTT
cy during the early 20s. After
this, there is a gradual In's. of
speed, strength, fniliirsiire ertai
coordination.

Stencils
Letter
Legal
Church
Correction Fluid

Was

NOW
$2.50
$3.00
$3.00

9.9°
14.40
1.40

.20 lb. 81
/
2x11 '2.35

NOW
$2.00 Rm

20 lb. 81
/
2x14 '2.90

$2.50 Rm

16 lb. 81
/
2x11

$1.60 Rm

75c1-cm

11.10
60'
50'

Cement

Was

4061
/
2-0L

404

Pronto Files

(White Only)

/
1
2-CIL

NOW
Was
(Green & Grey) '5.75 $4.00 ea.
(Green & Grey) 61..9821 :5
0a
ea.
1:00

Wood File Box

Letter Size
Letter Size
Liberty Storage Box

Postal Scales
Was

Pelouze - 1-lb.
Pelouze - 2-lb.

'315
'5.50

Now
$2.25

5150

S1.90

3x5
80c
4x6 $1.50
5x8 1.7O$

Dymo Label Maker
Was 19.95 - NOW

s6.00

Label Tape Sharply Reduced

All items in store wIl be sold at Reduced COST!
Sale will start Monday, Oct. 11, 1971, and will continue
until present inventory is reduced.
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4) 85 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLAS ROAD,6 miles from Murray. 1303 OLIVE BLVD.— A PRIME location 13 bedroom frame, 1.3.
4; Good frame house with bath. 3 ponds, well, creek, barn,
full basement,80x200 lot and priced to sell quick. $21,000.
.1 smoke house, crib. Fenced and cross fenced for cattle. 4 acre
corn base, 1.02 tobacco base. Call for other details: Only A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE fully'
$17,000.
furnished, except air conditioner and TV, at 405 Vine. Just
43+ WEHAVE THE GLENDEL REAVES HOME place on Lynn think for only $12,000.
4.; Grove Highway, ½mile from city limits. Lot size 200'x373'.
1 House has eleven rooms and central heat. Stock barn and 30 ACRE FARM AT HALF-WAY with 4 bedroom brick
▪ three car garage.White fence. This is a beautiful home. Call veneer house, all built-ins, 2 baths. Must see to believe at
948,500.
Is us for an appointment and look this place over.
FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
465 ACRES: ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTIES FINEST can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
farms. Near Kirksey. Over 1,4 mileof black-top frontage. Two frame house with bath and electric heat.
41 good homes, many out-buildings,'35 acre lake. Call us about
this outstanding farm.
1611 KIRKWOOD IS A LOVELY BRICK HOME with three
bedrooms, two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY NEAR University. Has 5 garage. $25,500.
furnished efficiency apartments. Lovely three bedroom and
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
43 two bath carpeted home
with family room and carport. A brick home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
very fine place to live and have a good income or rent it all
garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.
43 for income. Call for details and to see.
BEAUTIFUL 2 ACRE BUILDING SITE, 2,
1 miles North of
ON 641 NORTH: NICE TWO bedroom frame home on two Lynn Grove. $2,250.
15 acres. Carpeted living room, built in range and oven.
41 $13,750.00.
1615 SUNSET DRIVE. THREE BEDROOM Brick home with
43
SLEDD GROCERY WITH FIXTURES AND ALL STOCK. baseboard heat. 2 air conditioners. All built-ins. 2 baths,
Also three bedroom house with gas furnace. Store has fireplace, 7 closets. You should see it to appreciate it. $27,300.
gasoline pumps and a good gasoline business. Well stocked
LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
43 and modern grocery with good business. Call about this houses
available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
place.
43
location to fit your needs.
THE ROGER PIQUE HOME IN Lynn Grove. Two bedrooms
PLENTY OF BUILDING SITES AVAILABLE in the city and
43 and bath. City water. Only $10,500.00.
from 50x150 to several acres. Stop by, or call for
43 EXTRA NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK at 1309 Overbey. county
your pick. Reasonahle prices.
Carpets, dishwasher, built-in range and oven. Carport.
COTTAGE IN CENTER RIDGE ON 150 foot lot. Frame
Priced to sell at $20,000.00.
with part-basement. Partially furnished. Fireplace, airBEAUTIFUL STONE VENEER HOME at 714 Olive. All
conditioned.
Boat, motor and trailer. $11,000.
carpeted, draperies and all built-ins. Has 4 Bedrooms, 21
/
2
a._ baths, large family room and fireplace. Double carport. A
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
43 most desirable home. $35,000.
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included.
st 104 WILLIAMS AVENUE IS ONE OF MURRAY'S NICEST
$31,500.00.
duplexes. Has a tbedroom and 2 bath home, central heat and
air, all carpeted a and with all built-ins. Also has a 3 bedroom
FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME, Duplex on
and bath apartment with built-in range and washer-dryer
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
hook up and all carpeted. Apartment has electric heat and
and air, carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now
4) built-in
air conditioner. Double garage. A lovely home with
rented. $30,500.00.
're an added income. $34,500.

4

RED CARPET
CLEANING
MAINTENANCE
*
COMPLETE WINDOW CLEANING

Lone Ranger, Tonto
still riding the. range

•'-
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1\ V-, I LAFAYETTE, Ind. college admission becaniss, of
(1 1'1)
The Buck Rogers limited enrollments or lack.
IS MORE THAN
niversity that's around the funds.
Preliminary analysis of the
JUST A WORD
corner bill make it possible for
WITH US
radio
the
experiment
shows
Susie or Johnny to do their
costly . Tests
less
were
courses
learning without leaving their
showed that students taking
home, rooms or maybe even
WE SPECIALIZE IN YOUR NEEDS
the courses beamed over the air
beds.
tended to score higher
waves
Richard (I. Forsythe of
examinations than did those
Purdue Lni'.ersit Radio Sta- on
classroom.
the
in
tion R BAA says the students
Phone
The cost to the student:
New Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
will be able to punch a button
and get ic-omputerized balanc- $25, making the "free univer753-775
6
Mon. thru Fri.
ed breakfast that will cook sity-concept a near reality.
itself in seconds.
Then a communications
consolr will print out the
morning paper. As for " the
learning, it'll happen about like
this:
- Geography by: FM radio
will include maps and illustrations by way of facsimile
By NANCY ANDERSON
because, he says, "I strongly elsewhere, Silverheels also
transmission equipment.
Copley News Service
believe in law and order and I plays other roles in television
-- A teleprinter will provide
HOLLYWOOD — "Hi Yo, think I would have liked living and motion pictures.
a print-out of all key points
Silver Awa-a-y!"
He just finished work in
in the old West"
from a history lesson and a
'For almost 40 years, since
text for afternoon homework.
Jan. 30, 1933, that stirring cry
- An elenrowriter, by FM,
has sounded, first, by way of
will record the biology teachradio and, later, from
er's blackboard notes. The
television and motion picture
commercial version of this,
screens as the masked
already Marketed, is called
defender of law and order has
VERB, acronym for Victor galloped away leaving the
Electronics (le mote Black- unanswered question in his
board.
wake:
- Blackboard-by-wire is
"Who was that man?"
another device which can use a
The Lone Ranger and 'his
radio channel to reproduce faithful Indian companion
sketches directly on the screen Tonto may have been seen live
of a standard • television or on screen by more people
receiver.
than any other duo in show
, Forsythe says the oppor- business.
tunities are endless. Specialized
Yet Clayton Moore, the man
programming for the deaf or behind the mask, is almost
.blind4will be a miratte come certeinly the Mast-recolgnized
true.
star in the world.
For parents Worried about
In the public mind, the
high tuition costs perhaps the unanswered question, -Who
best news from Forsythe is was that man?" still prevails.
that a student may be able to Because the actor who has
go to college without ever played the masked hero since
leaving home.
1949 deliberately keeps it that
way.
All ages
444114'
;
4
411
Although he was once known
Students of all ages may tap
The
as
King of the Serials"
into Educating. a programmed
student response learning sys- when he was starring in "The
tem. In its simplest form it uses Perils of Nyoka," "The Ghost
Live separate audio channels - of Zorro" and "Jessie James
one for lecture material and Rides Again- at Republic
the remaining four channels to Studios. for a generation Moore
provide multiple-choice testing has intentionally subdued his
own identity to that of The Lone
of students during lectures.
Other miracles already pos- Ranger.
After years of playing
sible include quadrasonic stereo, binaural sound and a Superman on television, the
system that will activate audio late George Reeves grew bitter
or videotape recorders scatter- because his identification with
that comic strip hero was
ed throughout a school_sVstem
1
'
1
denying him more serious
or learning centers in homes.
acting
opportuniti
es. If he
STILL IN THE SADDLE—Clayton Moore. better known
"Ifs true.- Forsythe says.
to
-The wired city of ,the future answered a call for a dramatic millions as the Lone Ranger, still kicks up the dust as the masked
will make it possible for actor, the casting director was man at rodeos and fairs. He enjoys hiding behing a
mask and
likely to ask him to jump over a refuses to play any
students to receiye and 'record
other role.
building.
tall
audio, visual and printed lesMost Lone Ranger fans have a segment of
Moore, by contrast, would
The Brady
son, in their homes. They 11 harather be The Lone Ranger known from the start that his Bunch."
able to order special materials
faithful Indian companion
than anybody.
His
only
from learning centers to Isprofessional
"I do oot choose to do other wasn't actually a brave named restriction is this:
delivered and recorded in their
Tonto
but
parts,"
was
says
he
really
"I'll
with
the
play only Indian parts."
absence.Jay
:
determination
of Calvin Silverheels, a full-blooded he says, "because if .I played
_hers),tilt, a- -pioneer --in -inMohawk
who'd been a winning other ethnic roles — Mexicans,
Coolidge announcing, "I do not
structional radio. recentlY told
Golden Gloves boxer and a star Italians, etc. — I'd lose
a Communication Xrts •enimar choose to run"
my
He points out that since The of the Mohawk Braves, a
right to object when actors of
in Nashyille, Tenn.. that Purprofessiona
l
Ranger
Lone
is
lacrosse
always
other
masked
team
due is one of the first universibackgrounds
Indians."
ties in the nation to provide he could easily play characters Tonto_
Through an Indian Actors'
at-home instruction and that wildly unrelated to the faceless
"I got the part before I knew
Workshop. Silverheels has been
its '.u.-.
has been purveyor of western justice, it existed," Silverheels says. "I
helping new Indian talent to
phenomenal.
and no one in an audience was on location
playing
prepare for careers in the
l'unlue began broadcasting would be the wiser.
Gerontmo in a picture called
entertainment field_ So far the
credit !
on Radio PCB 1-1
However, he has been The 'Broken Arrow when my
agent
workshop has no permanent
in the fall of 19(19. 7-iriee then. Lone Ranger so long and
so wired that,I was going to be in
address other than Silverheels'
nine different ours,- hay, proudly that other fictional
:The tonge Ranger.'"
-home. Meetings are generally
been offered
riii.re than characters have no appeal.
Silverheels took up acting
held in borrowed church
1.0110
vs Ii., hay, inforMoore never played the through the encouragement
of
auditoriums.
mall% re,redereil to monitor the masked man on radio;
the
late
Joe
E.
Brawn who saw
Silverheels would not only
Ito uob
howeVer, he's the only ranger him play an exhihition game
like to see the screen's Indians
I If
maliklet1/1,
to have fought for law and with the Braves. BrUwn
got him
played by nature's own In82 per rflt
Justice on television.
extra work whicil led to bit
dians, he'd like to see more
frill -111,W
-tlident.. 1 he
As part of a flying trapeze act parts and then ti star billing.
creativity evident when Indian
r.' main mg
18 iter
at the Chicago World's Fai? in
To contillitre**the contrast
roles are written.
pioneer- iii a pr q.frarti that the 1930s, Moore perfected
and between Silverheels and
-There
;worms,- to ed.., ate thou,and- demonstrated the coordination
are
unlimited
Moore, the Indian actor doesn't
of person- Ii. Mil% he rein-. ,1 and agility which
possibilities for Indian roles,"
later allowed consider Tonto the desired end
he points out, "because Indians
him to do most of his own stunt of the professional line.
While
are in all walks of life. They are
ENSHRINE BROOKS' GLOVE work as a movie pnd television he and Moore continue to apworking in cities as doctors,
adventurer.
pear as the Lone Ranger and
lawyers. engineers and
Leaving the trapeze act in Tonto at fairs, rodeos,
BALTIMORE (UPI) — The
in
teachers as well
,.-)n the
glove worn by Baltimore third 1934, he became a John Robert television commercials and
reservations
.''
baseman Brooks Robinson over from Canada.
As opposed to Moore,
the last three seasons will be
enshrined in the Baseball Hall Silverheelsdidn•t compete with
of Fame in Cooperstown, N Y., 300 other actors for the role of
Powers model in New York,
after this season. - Robinson, the Most Valuable and it was Powers who
Player of the 1970 World Series, suggested that he Aim actor.
has won 11 Gold Glove awards Moore, who was in his own
and has appeared in 15 words "very aggressive.''
headed for Hollywood in 1938
consecutive All-Star games.
where he quickly established
himself as a working actor. His
only slow period wa.s the year
Make mine vanilla
and a half following his 1945
\ 11I MK
discharge from the Air Force.
ills wiles from the fruit oi
"Three hundred men were
—bran of a tropical or hid w hi. I.
thrives in the Mailaga..car area - interviewed for the television
hot, humid climate. It t• a role of The Lone Ranger,"
temperamental plant who., Moore remembers. "1 was
picked by Fran Striker, who
blossoms la'st only a dav and
must be poliiiated by hand if wrote the ,original radio show
they ar, to Wear fruit. Si) sa) and George- Frendel, the
(41141n419roducer.7.
$
---. the -Vanilla Cirumiers
Moore felt immediately 'at
gascar, Hewn((( and the
home in his new nonidentity,
Comore*.
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RUNNING SF
Irish Setter puf
or 753-9457.
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43
43

43

43
43
41
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9
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ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church.
4; AT MIDWAY JUST OFF OF 641 South is a nice 3 bedroorn Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 1k-2 acres.
brick and frame house on 1 acre. Has good well, electric
Priced ko sell at $21,000.00.
heat, carport and well located. Has 6 closets. A real good buy
at $16,000.
REALLY BUDGET PRICED AT 317 Irvan. A stucco house
with electric heat. New shag carpet, range included. Two
ON HIGHWAY AT NORTH EDGE'OFIIAZEL is a good
bedrooms, and large family room or use as a 3rd bedroom. 116
Brick Crete home with 2 bedrooms down and 1 upstairs. Gas
Outside storage building. Only $11,500.00.
)
.2
heat and city water. Only $10,500.
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN A BEAUTIFUL 12'x60
FRAME HOUSE AND.LOT‘
NEAR MORGAN BOAT Dock. 3
mobile home located on a fine lake view lot at Pine Bluff
bedrooms and bath. Paneled and electric heat, built-in range
Shores. This home is two years old, central heat and air, 4
and oven. Good well. $7,500.
bedrooms, 1½ baths and well equipped for year around
living. 250 Feet from the water. A Fine Vy at $9,000.00.
PERFECT LOCATION — 1711 College Farm Road, 3
bedroom brick veneer house on fine lot. All built-ins and
LOVELY WATERFRONT HOME AT PINE BLUFF Shores. 13'
refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
Central heat and air, basement, built-in range and oven.
Completely furnished. $29,950.00.
11*
HERE IT COMES — A FINE 4 bedroom brick veneer house
with 2 baths, two apartments in rear for boys on 107 North FRAME HOUSE
AND 5 ACRES ON OLD Paris Road, Route
17th Street for only $23,500.
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.
520 WHITNELL STREET, A REAL FINE 3 bedroom brick ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121. Nice two bedro'om
frame home
veneer house. Good size lot. Real sharp and priced to sell on large lot, city water. Sheet rock interior, fireplace
and
Today. $17,500.00.
garage. $10,500.
ONE AND ONE HALF MILES FROM city limits on McCuistion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. Must see. $22,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, MI t see
$17,500. A milk house and extra lot for $2,000 extra.
this house to appreciate.
A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is a budget
priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real ON DODSON AVENUE WE
HAVE A real nice three
nice at $17,500.00.
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room,
electric heat. This house is a bargain 1 $22,000.00.
4 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON 641 we have a lovely 3
bedroom brick home on 5 acres with some woods. $25,000.00. A NEW TWO BEDROOM house located in Baywood Vista
with all conveniences is waiting for someone. It could be
NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive_ yours_for only $11,500_
Buyer can select colors, carpet. l'Az ceramic tile baths, builtin range and oven, central gas heat and central air. You must 345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of
lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be
see this. Priced at $23,700.00.
developed. $51,750.

*311Si'
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COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON 641. 31-2 Miles, South. 9,000
square feet. Formerly the Smith Ham House.

30 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. $22,000.00.

MAI

NEW HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3
bedrooms,'large den, baseboard heat, 1 11 baths, built-in
range and oven. City water. A lovely home at only $20,000.00.

HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire—$17,000.

718 S.
753-7400-

IN COI-DWATER — A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air Anderson insulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.

FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at $15,750 is too good
of a bargain to pass up.

THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE.- 3
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
/
2 Baths,
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
oven, city water. $28,000.00.
DRWE OUT ON PARK1-ANE AND look at this two story
brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 2,-2 baths, nice carpeting,
all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
garage. Price only $34.000.00.
ON FAXON ROAD I i2 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.

I-YNN GROVE. A THREE BEDROOM with family
room and
study on one acre lot. Also has carpet, l'2 baths,
carport and
city water. Priced—$20,500.

11*
11*

FIVE MILES WEST OF CITY limits on West Fork Road.
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick veneer, two baths, all built-ins,
on paved road and ½ acre lot. Priced 923,000.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,central heat and air,
all built-ins, at 1620 Catalina. Priced to sell—$19,500.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A
THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two
fireplaces. Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. Newly decorated and new
carpet. $24,000.

Guy Spann Realty

WELL KEPT I
results of regi
spot cleaning
shampooer $1.01
ONE SEMI-MO
corn picker. Ph.
6:00p.m.

3.

TWO YEAR
dryer and elect:
435-4592 or 435-5!

1131-

NEW 1-2 H.P
compressor. Coi
tire inflator, r
and spray gun
753-3018 after 5:1

Member of Multiple Listings
11901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409,
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8911 - Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn WilcOx - 753-2761
11-

ti•
11*
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

'Jo. 783,
FOR SALE

h three
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o bath
Double

FOR SALL
FOR SALE
UNNENG SPECIAL price on TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat
2 ELECTRIC HEATERS, like
Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-186? bed,one box bed. Phone 753new,220 volts, 3,000 watts, 1 steel
or 753-9457.
014C 7850.
TFC cot. May be seen at 1002 Fairlane
Drive.
09P
•00.11
,
7 PC. DINE ie. SET, bronze
tone. Good condition. Call 4742371.
09C

G
(.4-4zke.1.1e2.4tot,

orth of
HAY FOR SALE, Kobe, Can be
picked up in the field. 40 cents per
bail. Call 435-4865.
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SATURDAY ONLY
100% Polyester Knits
Reg. 4.99-5.99 One Day
Complete Stock $3" d

NOTli t

NOTICE

,o......;;ANNNEEVVI1NE‘

.‘EM

N•Ivk‘‘,101.t\'''t

-AU. YOU CA t4 EAT" Al

FAB-N-TRIM
North Side Court Square

8 ROOM HOUSE with bath for
sale on Johnny Robertson Road. BLACK & WHITE 21" G.E.
Good condition. Call Mrs. L. C. Television on brass stand.
Hine,753-3922.
09C Perfect condition. Only $35.00.
Phone 753-4946.
011C
1 MCCASKEY CASH register,
$75.00; 1 heavy duty 4-drawer TWO SINGLE beds, mattress,
filing cabinet, $50.00; 1 check springs, like new. Phone 753-2531
writing machine, $25.00. Phone or see at603Sycamore.
011C
753-4694 or see Noel Melugin, 710
Olive St.
09C CARPORT SALE, one day only
Tuesday, October 12th, 9:00 a.m.
HONDA MINI-TRAIL and one till 4:00 p.m. Baby bed, end
5/
1
2 H.P. Johnson motor and one tables, toys, clothes, all sizes,
14' aluminum boat. Phone 753- pictures, lamp shades, odds
4858 after 5:00 p.m. •
094 ends. 724 Fairlane Drive. 011

OPEN 4PM TOES.- SAT,

.00N ot..) HUN.

EAT YOUR FILL OF..•
S 146114P-FROCLEG,S -SCAttoPs - OysTs..RS -MANY VARIT(E-S OP RCN
srifycnt:FOR L4,4010170/5R1 OrFER 4144/1
,
07Met CelOtejs

CARRY OUT ORDERS
MURRAY

ktEM WE ‘121.

• b41'14

'TOME AS YOU ARE"'

753-4141

1/541WY.641N. ONE MILE Notre 0; MURRAY, 14CSITUOCY
11•NNI

V121016

47k
716•06•006,

•In\MA,%%%%%

ESTATE FOR SALE

SMALL FARM: good location;
business or future investment.
One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
For appointment call 436••
TFC
2173.

Taptaitt:9

Fashion Costs LessY''
When You Sew With fine
Fabrics from

q'
3

iddia..46442.4fee•

,01!)INNN%

IN%

Jildrid-Rx.,ez0e4

1704 Magnolia Drive, 3 bedroom
home, 11
/
2 baths, large den, builtin range, oven and dishwasher,
large rooms,throughout, 1700 sq.
ft. of living area,two car garage,
patio, central heat and air.
Priced for an early sale.
Duplex at 1314 Vine Street, appliances, good income property.
Can be bought with a moderate
down payment, live on one side
and use other apartment to meet
the payments. The low price on
this property is only $24,000.
Income property at 114 South 10th
Street. Could be used as a three
apartment building. Live in one
apartment and rent the other
two. Located on large corner lot.
Attractive price of $9,500.00.
Country living. Seven room, four
bedroom brick house on Ky. 444
at New Concord. Large lot. Could
be divided into two apartments.
Priced at only $10,500.00.
Claude L. Miller, Real Estate,
753-5064, 418 Main.Street. Home
phone 753-3059. John
C.
Neubauer, Associate Broker, 7537531.
•
011C

TWO METAL bed frames on
FOR RENT
casters, adjustable width Like
new, $10,00 each. 802 North 20th, FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
753-7964.
'
09C Living room, kitchen, bathroom OUT OF SHAPE or overweight? BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
HELP WANTED
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 For the easy way to lose inches in for rent or sale. Rent applies kr
NO REGRET, the best yet; Blue bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- weight fast, call
purchase. Lonardo
Piano WILL PAY well for your spare
Lustre
cleans
carpets ments, South 16th Street. Phone SHAPEMAKERS. 753-2962. Company, across form Post time working at home for us.
beautifully. Rent new electric 753-6609.
N8C Office, Paris, Tennessee.
013C Weight loss guaranteed.
OtiC Anhone who can read and write
can qualify. Details write; James
shafhpooer $1. Western Auto,
Bliss Co., P.O. Box 324, Dept.
PHILCO REFRIGERATOR, 2TOY POODLES,one white, one Hon* of "The Wishing
TWO BEDROOM duplex with WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone ELECTROLUX SALES &
Ser- K696, Levittown,Pa. 19053. 02IC
used. Phone 753-6213.
09C central heat and air, fully car- 00k-Partterke41ighway 339 just vice,liox 213, Murray,
TFNC silver. Have registration papers.. Well".
Ky., C.M
WHY LIVETri a cornitriail area
Call 753-2819 on weekends. OW
peted with outlets for washer and off US 45. Phone 554-1842. Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarJid,
be bothered by_lotid truck
-OPPORTUNITY
BUSINESS
0110 Clothing and-equipment for the mington, Kentucky.
dryer.P1....,e-V014741.
CASH AND CARRY, 2 truck
noise when you can move to one
entire
family.
November
20C
loads distressed stock full rolls,
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT of the nicest residential areas in
POSTERS BLACK
2 BEDROOM TRAILER, central Ver.a./.1IMAIMII/A//////4•WIFIr•Ii PROGRAM
room sizes and wall to wall,some
,Murray? Fox Meadows and
air and heat. Ideal for family or
LIGHTS
jute back,some commercial type
75 year old company will hire 3 'Coach Estates Mobile Home
rooming
Hi-density rubber back. Our
students.
University
college men,for the Executive Parks are quiet, modern,-ar'
Thompson's Chain
Heights,753-9406.
price starts $2.50 sq. yd. and up to
08C
Development Program in this convenient to city, grade ano
STROBE
LIGHTS
Reference
$3.95 sq. yd. none higher. Pick
area. All expense paid, Home high schools, $25. per month
HOUSE AND large shady lot,. two
anything in house while it lasts
Office Training with combined 2 includes most utilities and grass
-The Wishing Well"
New English Scofield
miles from Murray. Five room
12 and 15 ft. width in stock
years field assistance. Income up mowing,some residents use their
house with bath, basement,
Reference
to $13,000 second year. For fur- rent savings to pay their country
Paschall's Discount House,
upstairs, and electric heat.
ther information send resume to club dues. South 16th near
Hazel, Ky. 492-9733.
08P
Living New Testament H & R USED FURNITURE Married couples only. Rent
E.D.P., P.O. Box 668, Sikeston, Canterbury,753-3855 or 753Store, Concord Road, is open 4 $100.00 per month.
Phone 753Mo.63801.
08P 7964.
3 REGISTERED 1/2 Charolais and Bible
030C
days
each
week,
Commentaries
Wednesday, 2878. Dan Shipley.
09C
Heifers, 8 months old; one 2/4
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
CARD OF THANKS
Charolais Bull, 9 months old;
94 ACRES; 40 tillable, 20 of this
10:90 a.m. to 5109 pin. See us for NATIONAL
WALLACE
'
S
HOTEL; furnished
-Two 4,2 Charolais Bulls, 8 months
The Paul Jackson family bottom, rest pasture and woods.
all your used furniture needs. If apartment on
first
floor.
Inquire
old. Call or see Michael Shelton,
wishes to thank everyone for the Year round creek. .66 tobacco
we don't have it, we'll get it. Also at desk.
013C 1
Farmington, Ky. 346-2264. 011P
cards sent during the loss of a base. Older two bedroom and
Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fri. have antiques. Call 753-6676 or
brother. A special thanks to the bath house, good repair. 12 miles
753-4716.
09C ROOMS FOR college students on
Olive St. 9-5 Sat.
neighbors for the pretty flowers Northwest of Murray. $165.00 per
1
country estate. Phone 436they sent.
acre. 489-2361.
HENS & DUCKS, fancy and old
ITC
013C
May God bless each of you. Mr.
1969 SALEM MOBILE Home, 60' time favorites. Large slection 2173.
x 12' two- bedroom with bath and Hubert Alexander, three miles
Paul Jackson.
1TP 85 ACRE FARM, 57 clear. Good
FURNISHED APRTS. living
Choice Waterfront Lots
a-hall. All electric. Extra nice. south Sedalia. Phone 328three bedroom house, good barn
room, kitchen, batt mom with
in Panorama Shores
Someone to take over payments. 8563.
and outbuildings. Located ap013P shower and bath. 1 or 2
SERVICES OFFERED
Phone 489-2576.
proximately 10 miles from
012C
11 962 Cadillac Coupe De Val
CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, sizes 3 bedrooms. Zimmerman Apts. S.
Murray on blacktop. Phone 498extra nice-New tires
16th St. 753-6609.
013C
21" BLACK and white RCA -7. Phone 753-8041.
8761.
09C
014C
.(Pr D)
emmett
television,$35.00. Phone 7533 BEDROOM TRAILER, 10 x 60-; lhermArm.m.v.worm.ivara..ff,iv.wl
CHIROPRACTOR
3410.
08NC 40"ELECIRIC RANGE, dinette
SERVICES OFFERED
'67 model. South west side of
903 SYCAMORE ST
set with 6 chairs, Atlantia
We are now doing
deliver
or
to
ready
ARE
now
WE
MURRAY. KY 42071
town.
$80.00
per
month.
Call
753BLACKFORD
SUE
is
now
LITTLE GIRL'S clothes, sizes 3 combination coal and wood stove.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
PHONE 753 9909
custom work
09C working at Kingswood Beauty take your order for six vein
and 4. Phone 753-6538 after 3:00 Four piece bedroom suite. 9293.
753 9960
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753stoker or four by seven lump coal
Salon.
All
are
friends
invited
to
pm.
OSC 24"x33" drop leaf table, utility
020NC
ittithE BEDROOM House, two call for appointment. Phone 753- or 8 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813, FULLER ENTERPRIZE Mobile 5933.
table, five drawer chest of
MURRAY
408
Service,
Fulton
&
Coal
Ice
baths, built-in range, electric 5587.
013C
Home Repair; add on rooms for
19 INCH PORTABLE TV,2 years drawers, two lamps, infant car
TFC
South 4th Street.
heat. Must give references and
house trailer and underpenning.
old. Good condition. Call 753-9294 seat, two odd chairs, water
4" Plastic Wells
SPORT
SALE, Friday,
We also have for sale fiberglas
after 5 p.m.
08C heater, 114 size trailer bed, deposit. If interested call 753- GARAGE
AYLOR WELL
osc Saturday, October 8 and 9 at 624 FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank panels, cabinet top covering,
bathroom pole shelf and 9357.
and
DRILLING
TFC
753-7850.
installation.
Phone
Broad Street Ext.
09C
2/
1
2x5 or 6 feet long. Both
medicine cabinet with mirror.
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
Football Jerseys
SIX
ROOthouse
with
bath,
fully
fiberglas
covering
cabinet
and
Phone 753-6242.
09C
MARINE
ALMA TRACY announces she
247-5556
carpeted, central heat, full
Any name or number
will start a beginning bridge below 4,2 price and up. All stock )3
RUMMAGE
SALE,
Saturday,
basement and upstairs, gas
Complete
718 S. 4th St.
new
stoves,
Three
cook
grade.
Well
BRITISH
Mark
rifle,
303
IV
printed while you wait,
October 9, 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. class on October 18, and an adService
two gas and one electric. Wide
spoterized. From original stock. range and refrigerator furnished. at the American
753-7400-753-3619
21.
October
Both
class
vanced
on
Legion Building.
four colors to choose Original
selection of campers and toppers
sites, front and rear. Ideal for family. Close to school.
from. Sizes, age 2 Perfect condition in every way. Must see to appreciate. Must There will be lots of household classes will meet once a week for for sale. Custom work of any
interested call 753items;
If
weeks.
Ladies
and
five
childrens
through adult extra $50.00. Phone 753-6496.
09C have referenes. Phone 753011C type. Located on Hwy. 69, 18 SEPTIC TANK
WELL KEPT carpets show the large.
6580.
011C clothing; a variety of large size 4602.
-cleaning, back
miles North of Paris, and one
men's suits, coats and pants. 09C
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753results of regular Blue Lustre
South
Line.
mile
of
State
Phone
1970
EL
CAMINO,
and
air.
power
Wallace's Book Store
spot cleaning. Rent electric
014C
1TP 933.
(901) 782-3156.
HELP WANTED
Many extras, like new. Phone TWO BEDROOM trailer, 1968
Store Hours
stsampooer $1.00, Big K.
AUTOS FOR SALE
09C
753-7426 after 6:00 p.m.
014C model, very nice. Water, sewer
WELDER.
EXPERIENCED
8-8 Mon. - Fri., 9-5 Sat.
SERVICES OFFERED
and garbage pick-up furnished.
SERVICES OFFERED
Corona, Apply in person at Five Point
TOYOTA
ONE SEMI-MOUNT John Deer
PENTA TREATED lumber. Has natural gas, near University. 1970
TFC
corn picker. Phone 753-8697, after
Resistant to rot and termites. Mobile Home Village. Phone 753- automatic, $1,525..00. Phone 753- Welding Shop.
09C
012C WHEAT STRAW. Phone 753-8697 Ideal for boat docks and any 3895 or 753-3482.
6:00p.m.
011C 6795.
WILL PAY well for your spare
after 6:00p.m.
012C weather exposed uses. Murray
,. . . . I'lli
TIIRSAITIS
time working at home for us.
111010111RS
BONNEVILLE
4
1965
PONTIAC
TWO
10'x50'
BEDROOM
trailer
TWO YEAR old washer and
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Eat Yo,ar Home
Anyone who can read and write
Are Poison
PUPPIES,
seven
PEKINGESE
conditioned.
Air
hardtop.
door
dryer and electric range. Phone
Murray,Kentucky.
1TC home. Nice quietly located, one
012C can qualify. Weekly salary.
iks. -,- ."
•
08C weeks old. $35.00 each. Phone 753435-4592 or 435-5501.
mile from city limits. Phone 753- $400.00,Call 753-8786
Details write: James Bliss Co
011C
5583.
5109.
011P
.% Il
li
BABY MINK fur stole, excellent
j
i
P.O. Box 324 Dept. K697 Levitcondition, cheap. Phone 753-6790
013C
1969 FORD XL 390. Two door town,Pa. 19053.
NEW
H.P. Portable air TV ANTENNA,almost new. Also after 3:00p.m.
ROAC HU S
011C TWO BEDROOM house, unSpritar\s
Carry C.e rTrl t
furnished. Located at Panorama hardtop. Factory air, full power, TIME MEANS MONEY. Usel
compressor. Complete with hose, large executive desk. Call Mrs.
black vinyl top. One owner, local
tire inflator, regulator gauges W. N. Crosthwaite, 489-2437 ASHLEY WOOD heater, burns Shores.Phone 492-8622.
ITC
spike hours for contact work and
car,Call 753-5945 after 5 p.m. 08P
and spray gun. $164.00. Phone Kirksey, Ky.
watch your earnings grow. Local
wood;
coal
18"
also
Warm
08C
753-3018 after 5:00 p.m.
09C
distributor will show you how.
APARTMENT;
Morning stove with jacket. Phone FURNISHED
474-2326.
011C three rooms with private bath. '68 FORD, '65 FORD CON- Write Box 32Q,Murray,
Near the University. ( Men and VERTIBLE., Both good con- Ky.
012P
1969-350 HONDA SCRAMBLER, boys only). Phone 753-5921. 011P dition. Priced reasonably. Call
low mileage. Phone 75308C WANT TO do something extra
753-2819 on weekends.
6876.
special this Christmas? Be an
011P LARGE DOWNSTAIRS office
space, 502 Maple Street. Contact
TOP SIZE BULBS
Avon representative. Your
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
MOBILE HOME, 1968, 12x50. All Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, 753- 1969 BUICK ELECTRA, 225 earnings go a long way to make
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer
SURE TO BLOOM!
011C Custom, blue with black vinyl Christmas merrier for your
electric, unfurnished. Needs 4342.
top, loaded, one owner. First entire family. For an interview in
minor reparis and cleaning.
$2,500.00. Phone 753-3668 or 753- FURNISHED ROOM for rent. class condition, 36,000 actual your own home, call 365-9424
6202.
TFC Private entrance, within walking miles. Local car, priced to move, collect after 7:00 p.m. or before
Kelley
'
s Termite
distance to campus. Phone 753- ph.753-1955 after 5:30 p.m. 08C 8:30 a.m. or write Mrs. Janet
and
Extra Nice Plants!
011C
KELVINATOR ELECTRIC stove 1387Kunick, Route 2, Box 136-A,
with timer, clock, like new. Used
Kentucky.
Princeton,
013C
Pest Control
1.5O
HAUL-A-WAY 6 CAR, 65
two
years.
Fridigaire
WANT TO BUY
Chevrolet tractor, new rubber,
100
Street
S.
13th
refrigerator, very cheap. Phone
Murray, Ky
18,000 miles on engine; '63 model IMMEDIATE OPENING for
753-7557.
or
Nite
Day
3914
011C
Phone
753
be
.Mest
WANT TO BUY;
logs ant' trailer, has neW -rubber, road general office workerNome Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
reedy. 1:riced for' quick sale or able to type, some bookkeeping
SIAMESE KITTENS, house standing timber. Also have for
opportunity
- 500 No. 4th Street
Licensed by State of Kentucky
broken. 9 weeks old, nice, smart. sale lumber and sawdust trade' for autos. Call Jim Orr preferred Equal
Motor Sales, 812449-2495, Mit- employer. Send resume to Box
Phone 753-1348.
• 011C Murray Saw Mill rind Lumber Co
Member Chamber of Commerce
08C
OfIC 32M,Murray,Ky.
Phone 753-4147. TFC chell, Indiana.
A
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FOR SALE

Sandblasting

Winner!

Hugh Darrell Wilson
Route 1
Murray, Kentucky

Mr. Wilson received a nice
door prize for being the second
winner in Big K's contest.
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Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
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Shirley Garden Center
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PAGE TWELVE

Cases Are Heard In The Calloway
Court Of Judge Robert Miller

Key Points In Phase 2
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KENTUCKY

Two Die...

Mrs. Lawrence,
78, Of Dexter
Dies Thursday

IStoci Malketi

•
fres Page 1)
e:;d1home, and collided with the
itgl
cidents this year in &
NEW YORK iUPII-Prices
County are William J. Douglas of'Turner car going east on the
were narrowly higher at the
Paducah, Murray State student, highway.
opening on the New York Stock
who was injured on May 19 and The Turner car, atter we
Exchange Friday.
died on May 27 at the Baptist collision, went off on the north
Shortly after the opening the
HoAsital, Memphis, Tenn.; Little edge of the pavement, the front
Jones industrial average
Dow
Mrs. Kitty Lawrence, age 78, of
Miss Patricia Mullins, age struck a culvert, and then flipped
was up 0.51 to 901.29. With 480
8:30
at
died
One
Dexter,
Route
thirteen months, who was injured over the rear end of the Hornra
tape, there were
at the Murray issues on the
on July 10 and died at the Baptist car, landing on the top on the p.m. Thursday
151 declines.
advances,
204
Hospital, Memphis. on July 13; other side, according to Trooper Calloway County Hospital. Her Steels eased, with U.S. Steel
Lawrence,
L.
husband,
Luther
McDougal
and James Castle
Stephenson. Turner was still in
off La to 307,4 and Bethlehem
OF Murray Route Five who dieoil his car when the car stopped. He preceded her in death in 1963. down ;.4 to 26;4.
on July 2 at the Murray-Calloway was rushed by a Blalock- Mrs. Lawrence is survived by
In the autos, General Motors
County Hospital after being in- Coleman ambulance to the one daughter, Mrs. Walter ( Lola I
at 85 and Chyrsler at 31;4 each
jured on July 1.
hospital. The Homra Car was Ocholik of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. slipped i . Ford rose tt to 72311
Two other persons died in the still in the driveway after the She is also survived by three with American Motors up ;a to
area on Thursday due to ac- accident, Stephenson said. Mrs. sons: Buel Duncan, Route One 8i..
cidents. John A. Turner, age 75, Homra was apparently not in- Dexter; Leland Lawrence, Route
Oils were mixed. 'Jersey
of Hickory in Graves County died jured.
Two, Murray; and Ronald Standard surrendered ;12 to 711
2
/
of injuries suffered in a two car Mailboxes of James Boone, Lawrence, Jackson, Miss.
and Atlantic Richfield ¼ to 69.
collision near Hickory last O.B. Boone, Jr., and M. Goheen
7,i to 7814.
Two sisters: Mrs. Floys Hale of Natornas picked up
Sunday, and James R. Wheeler, were torn down in the smashup.
4.
1
Getty was unchanged at 92/
of
Colson
and
Erie
Mrs.
Dexter
age 15, also of Hickory in Graves The Turner car was towed away
trendless.
were
Chemicals
County, was fatally injured by Tabers Wrecker Service and Route Six Murray; and one
Airlines were mixed. Pan Am
Thursday when he fell off a car the Hoinra car was driven away brother, Hardy Ellis of Paducah
at 974 and American at 38ks
had
Lawrence
Mrs.
survive.
also
and was struck by another on its own. Two units of the
each gave up.: . Eastern
vehicly three miles north of Murray Police Department, seventeen grandchildren and 13 Airlines rose L4 to 1971. United
grandchildren.
great
Mayfield.
2.
/
personnel of the office of Sheriff
was unchanged at 421
Accidents .Investigated
generally
electronics
Clyde Steele, and the Murray Mri„ Lawrence was born in
The
Four other traffic collisions Fire Department assisted in the Calloway County on March 6, were higher. Control Data
occurred in Murray an directing of traffic and clearing 1893, and her parents were Daniel
gained 11 to 45, Sperry Rand Ls
Calloway County yesterday and the area after the accident.
and Martha Rube Ellis. She was a to 2774, Motorola also vs to.
ths Pentecostal 811
last night with three persons Trooper Stephenson was called Member of
2. Admiral at 18;4 and
/
being "reported injured in the out at three o'clock'this morning Church.
were
14243
at
Burroughs
accidents.
to investigate a one car accident
unchanged.
Kentucky .. State Trooper on Highway 94, three Miles west Funeral services will be held at
Polaroid slipped L'2 to W.
Charles Stephenson investigated of Murray by the Parker rano. the Max H. Churchill Funeral American Telephone gave up 3%
at 2 p.m. Sunday with
a two car accident at 3:30 p.m. Randy Shekell, age 17, of 417 Home
to 447..
Thursday on Kentucky Highway South 8th Street, Murray, was William McKinney officiating.
94, three-tenths of a mile west of taken to the Murray-Calloway Burial will be in the McDaniel
the city limits in front of the O.B. County Hospital by a Max Cemetery.

WASHINGTON, Oct. 7. - Following are highlights of
Several cases have been $13.50, sixty days in county jail,
President Nixon' program to hold inflation to an annual
rate of two to three per cent:
disposed of in the Calloway sentence suspended; Sheriff..
Toy Williams, 215 South llth
County Court of Judge Robert 0.
Wages-A Pay Board composed of five members each
from management, labor and the general public will set
Miller during the past three Street, Murray, hunting with
standards for permissible increases and monitor adherweeks. Records show the urni Aged gun, fined $15.00 costs
ence to them.
$11'.50; Department of Fish and
following occurred:
Prices and rents-A similar panel of seven memHill, willful and
Glen
bers, all from the general public,
John Rein, Paducah, speeding,
unreasonable failure to support
will issue standards for equitable
his infant child, ordered to pay costs 818.50 paid, fine of $10.00
increases in prices and rents. The
$15.00 per week for his wife and suspended; State Police.
commission will seek advice on
1971,
6,
August
child beginning
rent restraints from a Rent
public
Hardin,
Colson,
C.
B.
and $15.00 per week thei rafter,
Board, whose members will include landlords, tenants and "othpay hospital bill in sum of $114.00 drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs
er interest parties."
and a Houston-McDevitt bill of $25.50; Sheriff.
Profits-There will be no spe$45.00, defendant given fifty days
hymond Colson, Benton, public
cific controls on corporate profits,
to pay clinic and 120 days to pay drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs
but the Price Commission will
hospital bill.
$25.50; Sheriff.
have authority to identify "windLewis Todd, General Delivery,
Earl Butler, public drunkenfall" profits caused by the conMurray, driving while in- ness, fined $10.00 costs $25.50;
trols and call for price reductions.
jail,
in
days
thirty
toxicated,
Sheriff.
Interest and dividends-A government committee
driving while license suspended,
Stanley Letterman, Route Two,
will develop a program to seek voluntary restraint on
thirty days in jail, jail sentence Murray, speeding, costs of $18.5C
interest rates and dividends. The President will ask
suspended on condition he not paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
Congress for standby authority to impose mandatory
controls if they should prove necessary.
appear in this court for driving or State Police.
drinking for a period of six
Medital *costs-Representatives of the medical
Cherry Garrison, Route Six.
professions, hospitals, the insurance industry, consumer
months; State Police.
Murray, overweight on single
interests and the public will form a committee to devise
William Dodd, Route Five, axle, fined $30.00 costs $18.50,
ways of applying the restraints to health care instituMurray, speeding, costs $18.50 820.00 of fine suspended;
tions.
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended: 'Department of Motor Vehicle
Major industries-Corporations and collective barState Police.
Transportation.
gaining units whose prices and
Randall Windsor, Lynn Grove,
Herman Daniel Owens, Route
_ _1.
wages have major impact on inspeeding, costs $18.50 paid,fine of Two, Benton, speeding, costs
flationary trends will be required
Police.
State
$10.00 suspended;
$18.50 paid, fine of $10.00,
to notify the Pay Board or Price
Donnie Morton, -Route Two, suspended; State Police.
Commission in advance of any
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 Frankiel Stinson, Route Six,
increases. The board or commiscosts $18.50; State Police.
Paducah overweight truck, fined
sion may disapprove or defer
disorderly
Hunter Atkins,
them. Raw agriculture products
$10.00 costs 818.50; Department
will not be covered by the conTranconduct, thirty days in jail, of Motor
Vehicle
trols.
suspended on good behavior for sportantion
Churchill ambulance where he
Boone, Jr., home.
Enforcement-All of the comThomas Poe, Route Six,
period of one year.
Injured in the accident were was treated for a nose bleed and cording to the state trooper.
mittees will operate under the juRicky Puckett, Route One, Benton, speeding, fined $10.00
Turner apparently was not
risdiction of the Cost of Living
Larry. Earl Turner, age 22, of admitted for observation, acDexter, reckless driving, fined costs 818.50; State Police.
Council. The government will deMrs.
and
officials.
hospital
Seven,
and left the scene on foot.
to
Route
injured
cording
Murray
Owensboro,
Jones,
Deborah
810.00 costs $18.50; State Police.
pend primarily on voluntary compliance with the conO.B. Boone, Jr., also of Murray The State Policeman said He was charged with reckless Federal State
Market News
Joseph Printcky, College speeding, fined $10.00 costs
or
fines
impose
trols, but will have back-up authority to
Route Seven. Turner was treated Shekell, driving west on Highway driving by Trooper Stephenson. Service October 8, 1971
Station, Murray, speeding, costs $18.50; State Police.
seek injunctions against violators. Complaints will be
for lacerations of the back and 94, went off the north side, hit a Parker Ford, Inc., towed the car Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Larry Scott, Hopkinsville,
Investigated by a national system of offices to be set up
$18.50. paid, fine of $10.00
chin and abrasions of the left telephone pole, and landed in a away from the scene.
overweight truck, fined 810.00
Market report includes 10 buying
by a Service and Compliance Administration under
suspended; State police.
elbow at the emergency room of cornfield. The car was towed
The Murray Police in- stations
jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue Service.
Donald Thorn, Route Eight, costs $18.50; Department of
the Murray-Calloway County away by McClard Wrecker vestigated a truck and car Receipts: Act. 624 Est. 1900
Murray, knowingly making a Motor Vehicle Transportation.
Hospital, according to hospital Service.
collision at 4:40p.m. Thursday on Barrows and Gilts 25 lower Sows
Boyd McClure, Jr., Route Two,
false representation of a material
Thursday- --morning shortly South 13th greet between a 1970 steady
offigi-IALS- Mrs. Boone received a
fact to obtain unemployment Murray, speeding, costs $18.50
midnight . Trooper -Chevrolet ½ ton truck driven by
after
cut on the leg.
compensation, fined $50X013 essea staid,- -fine - of $10.00 suspended;
(Coatinued from Page 1)
_
aaphenson was again called Out Flavil M.Pendergrass of Murray US 1-3 200-240 lbs.. 19.50-20.00.
Cars invetred were a 1
State Police.
Oldsmobile owned by Charles to a one car accident on U.S. Route One, and a 1968 Ford US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 20.00-20.25
Jvtiir Johnson, 1106 Fairlane, more carniolex than the 3.2 per enforce economic-policy.
"Stabilization must be made Homra and driven by Shirley Highway 641 South 3.7 miles
Lt., .few)
athsytree
3th
y 1K
driven
f r1i1v3ensoubth
Torino od
Murray, speeding, costs $18.50 cent rate of increase allowed
paid, fine of 810.00 suspended; under the voluntary guidelines to work not by an army of Jean Homra of 802 North 20th south of Murray by the Jerry
US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 19.25-19.50
of the Kennedy and Johnson bureaucrafts, but by an all Street, Murray, and a 1968 Watson home.
ontinued from Page 1
Murray.
State Police.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.75-19.25
Thomas Earl Turner of
volunteer army of patriotic Pontiac GTO convertible driven
Ada Byrd, Mayfield, speeding, administrations.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 18.25-18.75
was
car
Sturgis
Police said the
done it himself, he would have costs $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 Different guidelines may be citizens in every walk of life," by Turner. Mrs. Boone was a Wickliffe, student at Murray
"Sows
established for different indus- he said.
State University, driving a 1958 backing ont of a driveway and US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 16.00-16.75
been able to do it right in twenty -suspended; State Police.
passenger in the Homra car.
But he added: -If there are Trooper Stephenson said Mrs. Ford, was traveling north toward she said she failed to see the US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 15.00-16.00
minutes •
Phillip Wallace, Route One, tries, they said.
Whereas,as it turned out it took Cerulean, speeding, fined $10.00 Nixon said profits would not any who try to take advantage Hornra, going west on Highway Murray, lost control of the car, Pendergrass truck going north on US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-15.00 few
Damage to the
someone else three weeks to do it costs $18.50; State Police.
be controlled except for "wind- of the patriotic cooperation of 94, was traveling behind a truck, went into the yard of Jerry South 13th Street.
side and to at 1100.
right
the
on
was
truck
the
highinto
the
go
on
Watson, started back
incorrectly.
Bruce Borkeen, Benton, fall" profits resulting from the their fellow Americans, I can and made a left turn to
Boars 10.50-11.50.
But, to realize that had he done speeding, costs of $18.50 paid, fine economic policy itself. He said assure you that the government driveway of the 0.B. Boone way, and hit a big ditch, ac- the car on the right rear.
it himself,
of $10.00 suspended; State the Pay Commission would must be prepared to act against
It would have had a very Police.
require businesses to cut prices them."
demoralizing effect on the whole Carl Duncan, Almo, driving if they run up "exorbitant" The wage-price rules will be
organization,
while intoxicated, amended to profits because of controls on policed by 360 legal field offices
Because it would strike at the reckless driving., fined $100.00 the wages of their employes and of the Internal Revenue Service, The IRS has been filling a
very fundamental belief of all costs $13.50; Hazel Police.
the cost of their supplies.
employeesThe labor-management-public similar function with regard to
That an employer has nothing
Jimmie Stinnett, Route Two, makeup of the Pay Board was the 90-day freeze which began
to do'
Fredonia, speeding, fined $10.00 a concession to organized labor Aug. 15.
Administration officials said
which demanded such a triparcosts $18.50; State Police.
for the purpose of post-freeze
Oh well, we thought it was
Richard Latimer, 1705 Miller, tite body.
funny anyway. Can't win them Murray, speeding costs of 818.50 But administration officials policy, the economy would be
all.
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; said the cabinet-level Cost of divided into three segments.
The biggest and most econLiving Council -headed by
State Police.
November 1 has been picked as
Ronald McClure, Route Two, Treasury Secretary John B. omically important firms would
the date for general circulation of Calvert City, speeding, costs of Connally -would retain ulti- be required to seek prior
the Eisenhower dollar. The mint $18.50 paid, fine -dr- $10.00 mate authority and could veto approval of the pay or price
will have 75 million oriliand for suspended; State .Police.
the guidelines set by either the boards before increasing wages
initial distribution. The mint is
Max Herndon, Route Three, pay board or price commission. or prices. The officials declined
overloaded with Kennedy half Murray, overweight truck, fined Business representatives want- to give examples of companies
dollars since many banks will not $10.00 costs 818.50; Department ed the government to retain or unions in this category but
stock them because business will of Motor Vehicle Transportation. control of overall policy.
the steel and auto industries-,
not take them because of lack of
The AFL-CIO charged a for instance, probably would be
Gayle Johnson, Regents Hall, "double-cross" over the provi- included.
use by the public
University, sion giving the administration
Murray State
Less powerful companies and
speeding, costs of 818.50 paid, fine veto power over wage and price unions would be required to
of $10.00 suspended; State Police. decisions. Union sources said submit written reports of wage
George or price changes to the boards.
President
Brenda Gibson, Route Six, AFL-CIO
Mayfield, cold checking, fined Meany withdrew his offer to Still less important firms and
serve as a labor member of the unions would be covered only by
$10.00 costs 125.50; Sheriff.
checks. The
largest
pay board after hearing Nixon's spot
Federal State Market New
Ricky Clark, 912 Coldwater address.
number of firms and workers will
Service
Road, Murray, speeding, costs of However, congressional reac- be in the third category, officials
Wednesday, October 6, Mayfield, $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 tion to Nixon's speech generalty said.
Kentucky.
suspended; State Police.
was favorable.
Farmers Livestock Market
Nixon was careful to label his
Nixon said the government
University
Parsons,
Gordon
Livestock weighed on arrival.
program nonpartisan.
the
to
was
enforce
prepared
costs
speeding,
Station, Murray.,
guideline but "I call upon all of you tonight
of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 wage and price
Cattle this week 900
he said the success of the to look at this program not as
suspended; State Police.
program would depend upon Democrats or
Republicans,
Calves this week 68.
voluntary cooperation of labor, workers or businessmen, farmanagement and the general mers or consumers, but as
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK
Americans," he said
Slaughter Cows, Calves and
• ••
But if the administration
Nixon acted under the authorVealers steady, Slaughter Bulls
(Continued from Page ii
ity granted to him by the keeps its program on schedule,
and feeders steady to strong.
Act concrete results in the farm of
Stabilization
Economic
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
church organization which expires April 30. He lower prices will be achieved
19.50-22.00, High yiehling in- bassadors,
asked Congress to extend the just before the 1972 election
dividual up to 72.75, Cutter 1450- for young boys.
when Nixon is expected to seek
He is married to the former Law for a year.
Atter shopping for the best car deal in town, stop at Ptinles Bank Consumer Loan Dept.
19.50, Canner 16.00-17.50,
who teaches fourth There may be a congressional a second term. If the program
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility Annette Ward
at Robertson Elementary fight over the legislation. Sen. fails, it could severely damage
for the best financing deal in town. We provide the lowest rates in town, along with free
to Good over 1,000 lbs. 25.00-27.00. grade
graduated from William Proxmire, D-Wis., the President's electabilih,
She
School.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
School and received hairiman of the Senate-House
credit life insurance, prompt service and convenient monthly payments.
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs. Murray High
• FINED
Murray State Economic Committee, has
from
degree
her
moxed
39.00-43.00,
Good
vealers
University. They have one son. served notice he will try to David W. Jordan and Roger
and Choice 35.00-39.00, mixed
a freshman at Murray rewrite the act to limit the Franklin fiughes,both of Murray,
Good and Choice 240-350 lbs. Mike,
were each fined $28.50 on a
School, and one daughter, President's power.
High
31.00-36.00.
Calves
the
at
of speeding in the (;raves
student
charge
grade
seventh
(ay,
the
and
to
pay
addition
In
FEEDER STEERS7`. choice
Middle School.
prices bodies, Nixon established County Court, according to the
300-400 lbs. 38.00-41.00 Couple of Murray
court report published in the
Alexander said he was pleased a Dividend Committee.
high Choice up to 46.00, 400-500
WardMayfield Messenger
with
associated
to
be
Reserve
Federal
by
headed
33.00lbs.
lbs. 35.50-38.00, 500-600
Elkins, dealer in Murray and Chairman Arthur F. Burns, to
35.50, mixed Good and Choice 300Paris for RCA, Frigidaire, an• supervise interest rates and
400 lbs 35 50-38.00, 400-500 lbs.
Maytag. The firm has been in corporate dividends. Officials CALIFORNIA VETS
31.00-33.25.
3325-3550,500-600 lbs
operation for seventeen years said, however, that the commit- SAN FRANCISCO r upi,
Good 300-400 lbs. 33.25-35.50, 400when R. L. Ward arid W. C. tee should have little to do California has 3,075,000 veterans
500 lbs. 31.50-33.50, 500-600 lbs.
Elkins purchased the Johnson because interest rates have of military service, the highest
29M-31.50.
Appliance Company on the WU declined recently and almost all veteran population of any state.
Three Convenient Locations . . .
FEERER HEIFE-RS: Choice
side of the court square. In corporations have complied „The number is an increase
lbs.
500-700
31.50-33.50,
.
lbs
300.500
September 1967 the firm moved with Nixon's request to avoid from 2,992,000 living in the
North BranckrSouth Branch
Main Branch
29.00- 31.50, rrrixed Good and
state a year ago, according tc
into its present location at Sou ificreases in dividends.
Choice 300-500 lbs. 21.013-31.50, 500
12th & Story
5th and Maple Streets, former
500 Main
12th & Cheittnut
the address from his Oval figures released Thursday by
700 lbs., 26.00-29.00, Good 300-500 Ideation of Boone. Lauiyiry and In
the Veterans Administration
would
he
insisted
Nixon
Office,
24.50lbs.,
lbs. 26.50-29 00, 500-7110
Cleaners...,
not create vast bureaucracy to Regional Office,
36.50.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Nixon's Phase Two .
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